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ABSTRACT 
Powder injection moulding is a mature manufacturing process used for mass producing small size 
and complex geometry components. It is a competitive and effective alternative to the forging and 
casting methods as it produces near net shape components with a low raw material consumption. Thus 
it is even more effective with expensive materials. The expansion of the PIM requires extensive 
research in new materials but also of the manufacturing process itself. 
The PIM process employs debinding and sintering methods with high time and energy 
consumption. The environmental awareness of both industrials and customers is pushing for a 
reduction of these conditions. Within the PIM process, there are two possibilities to find alternatives. 
One of those would consist to find alternatives to the equipment and methods employed at the 
moment. 
This PhD thesis studied the replacement of the debinding and sintering methods by unconventional 
one with better kinetics. The supercritical fluid debinding, the FAHP sintering and the microwave 
sintering are three methods developed for faster performances and were applied to PIM components 
in order to reach at least the same results as the conventional methods. 
This project was developed in collaboration with industrials interested on the elaboration of 
Inconel 718 parts. The scope of this work is the study and the comprehension of the behaviour of 
these components while they are treated with these three unconventional methods. With regard to this 
matter, the formulation and the elaboration of the components is first introduced. Different feedstocks 
with different powder morphology, a spherical and an irregular flake shape were used. A PP based 
binder and a CAB based binder were also used. Hence, the homogeneity, the optimum powder volume 
loading, the thermal and rheological behaviour of both the raw materials and mixtures were all 
determined in order to perform the tests with the best starting conditions.  
The first chapter of this thesis introduces the superalloys and more precisely the nickel-chrome 
superalloys. The composition, the microstructure and the thermal behaviour of the Inconel 718 was 
thoroughly investigated. It is followed by an introduction to the powder metallurgy, the MIM process 
and the research performed on Inconel 718 MIM components. The final part of this chapter presents 
the three new unconventional methods. 
The second chapter presents the raw materials used during this work and their characteristics. The 
methods employed to obtain the different mechanical, thermal and chemical properties are also 
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introduced. The following chapter presents the results of the application of the conventional MIM 
process on the MIM components. The first step is the progressive extraction of the polymers 
composing the binders with first a water debinding step of the PEG followed by a thermal degradation 
of the remaining organic compounds. The brown part is then sintered via a furnace and a thermal 
treatment of the metallic compound is concluding the process. All of the steps are optimized in order 
to reach the best performances of the material. 
The next chapter introduces the supercritical fluid debinding method in order to replace the water 
extraction. The equipment and the methods are presented with the objectives to extract all of the PEG 
introduced during the elaboration of the feedstock. The quality of the final component is characterized 
by its surface roughness.  
The FAHP sintering and the thermal treatment were performed on fully debinded Inconel 718 
MIM components. The methods needed an adaptation to the MIM component and the material in 
order to avoid geometry deformation and microstructure pollution. The effects on the final 
components, its mechanical performances and its microstructures, were investigated in order to 
understand the effects of the method on the MIM components. 
The last chapter presents the results observed during the microwave irradiation of the Inconel 718 
components. A second method, using a plasma microwave flame, was used to perform thermal 
treatments on the components. The results on the microstructure and the mechanical performances 
were investigated via nano-identation tests. 
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I INTRODUCTION 
I.1 Context of the PhD project 
Powder Injection Moulding (PIM) is a process that have undergone for the last twenty years, along 
with a huge development in the industrial sector. It has generated many research project and scientific 
communications. Most of them brought technologic development for industrial applications for small 
complex components elaboration. In the case of Metal Injection Moulding (MIM), the most 
developed material is the stainless steels such as grades 316L [1] or 17-4PH [2] in numerous fields 
like watchmaking, military, aeronautics or automotive industry [3].  
The MIM process needs knowledge in multiple fields as it combines the advantages from both 
thermoplastic moulding injection and powder metallurgy. Thus, the development of a component   
implies a reflexion at every step of the process and on materials. It goes from the selection of the 
polymers for their rheological and thermal behaviour, to the morphology of the powder and its 
behaviour during injection and sintering. 
On top of the process, the industrial context is also changing, as the environmental and economic 
politics are more demanding. The economic context is tougher with a fierce competition between the 
different markets and are pushing manufacturers to reduce the cost of production. On top of this race 
to cheap production costs, environmental laws are stricter and industries need to be adapted to new 
standards. A lot of research programs are now engaged in order to bring solutions to both problems 
at the same time. 
In France, a FUI (Fonds unique interministériel) is a program directed by the Ministry of Economy, 
Industry and Employment. It was made to help to develop collaborative research projects and 
development between industries and research centres, in order to bring innovative products and 
services on the market at short or medium term.  
The project FUI ProPIM was brought by Eurotungstene and the objective were to develop MIM 
with French actors MIM technology for high performance products with high accuracy tolerance. The 
project brings together 9 actors that are from a powder manufacturer (Eurotungstene), a plastic 
manufacturer and a plastic industry development research centres (VP Plast and IPC), a mould 
manufacturer (SA. Vuillermoz Philippe), an injection system manufacturer (Runipsys), two industrial 
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parts manufacturers (Radiall and ARAymond) and two research centres (CEA LITEN and FEMTO-
ST institute). 
This project, started in 2013, aims to develop solutions to technologic issues linked to components 
and micro-components manufacturing with high precision dimensions, high production rate, and 
good specific properties. Three working areas were developed: Material, Tools and Process. 
Two PhD research projects were financed by ProPIM inside the FEMTO-ST institute. One of them 
was for the Material part [4] and the second for the Process Part, which oriented the works presented 
in this manuscript. 
The research was developed with the collaboration between two university research groups. The 
first one is the French group 2PC (Polymer and high loaded polymers), which is part of the Applied 
Mechanics Department of the FEMTO-ST institute. The second one is the Spanish group GTP (Group 
of Powder Technology) which belongs to the Department of Materials Science and Engineering of 
the University Carlos III of Madrid.  
The 2PC group is directed by two permanent professors and the principal research activity is the 
development of components and micro-components with functional properties, obtained by injection 
moulding or hot embossing. These polymers can be loaded with micro or nano particles with metallic 
or ceramic particles. The research developed by the group are mainly concentrated on the MIM 
process from the feedstock elaboration [4], Injection analysis [5], debinding and sintering in both 
experimental and numerical work [6], [7]. 
The GTP group is composed by six permanent professors and most of the research activities of the 
group have in common the use of powder technology for materials development, from the synthesis 
of nanoparticles to the application of smart coatings for several industrial sectors. They are also 
working in the processing of materials by powder metallurgy techniques, the design of new alloys 
and the study of interactions between phases and coatings. They also developed projects around the 
global optimization of the MIM process [8], [9]. 
In this manuscript the presented topic is first devoted to the influence of the debinding method of 
the MIM samples and the impact of the process used on the quality of the obtained components. 
Secondly, two different ways of sintering were investigated. They are qualified as “unconventional” 
as they are using different thermal phenomenon in order to obtain the sintering temperatures. One of 
them is the Field Assisted Hot Pressing (FAHP) sintering, which uses an alternative electric current, 
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and the other is the microwave (MW) assisted sintering, using microwave wavelengths to excite the 
particles.   
I.2 Specifications of the project 
I.2.1 Choice of the material 
One of the goals of the project is to produce components for aeronautic applications (Figure I. 1). 
During the elaboration of the project, the first specifications of the material were related to the 
mechanical properties, as it will be used under huge solicitations during its life time. The second 
requirement was a good corrosion resistance, and more specifically at high temperatures. In terms of 
the alloy composition, the first materials that were investigated were stainless steels such as 17-4PH 
[10] and A286 [11]. That kind of material displays interesting mechanical characteristics compared 
to requirements. However, the application of the component imposed a last condition, which is a non-
magnetic character. Both Ferritic materials as the 17-4PH became impossible to be used and Nickel 
alloys was one of the materials that could fulfil all the required conditions [12]. 
   
Figure I. 1 Example of components produced during the ProPIM project with the courtesy of Radial and ARaymond 
Specifications are also coming from the complex shape of the components. The presence of a 
thread and thin walls brought the necessity to have a precision of at least 100 µm. That kind of 
finishing specification can only be obtained with fine powder granulometry and the proper 
morphology [13], which are difficult to find on the market. The A286 is a stainless steel grade with 
25.5 (wt.) % of nickel and 13.5 (wt.) % of chrome, and thanks to the huge rate of nickel, is an 
austenitic material, then non-magnetic. This material can reach good mechanical properties after 
undergoing a thermal treatment. A previous study from the partners of the project demonstrates some 
a b 
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troubles to obtain the good mechanical properties by applying thermal treatments. The Inconel 625 
and 718 are both Nickel-Chrome superalloys developed for the aeronautic industry. Then, they were 
developed for their high mechanical and corrosion behaviour at ambient and high temperatures. 
Because of the different hardening mechanisms, the Inconel 718 exhibits the best mechanical 
performances between the two considered alloys. By combining all these factors (Table I. 1), Inconel 
718 is the material that will be investigated. 
Table I. 1 Project specifications and properties at room temperature of the considered materials  
 
Project 
specifications 
17-4PH A286 In625 In718 
UTS (MPa) > 700 1350 1045 900 1200 
0,2 PS (MPa) > 500 1300 640 450 1000 
Elongation (%) > 12 5-12 21.7 50 12 
Magnetism no Yes no no no 
I.2.2 Investigation of new processing methods for MIM samples 
As previously introduced, the industrial needs for more economic and ecologic process are a huge 
concern. In the case of the MIM process, a low material loss during the production and a high rate of 
production is allowed to reduce the production costs. It is even more important in our case, with the 
use of expensive materials such as Inconel 718. This kind of material is tough to machine and to 
damage faster the tools [14]. Moreover, there is also an unavoidable risk of damaging the components 
while the forging process.  
However, the MIM process has also weaknesses. The first problem is to be able to master every 
steps of the process in order to avoid defects [15]. Another one is the wastes coming from the use of 
organic solvents in order to get rid of the polymers. A part of the project that was inside the material 
axis was the development of binders composed by bio-sourced polymers. The second part was to find 
an alternative process to solvent debinding.  
The supercritical fluids are at the moment used for component extraction perfume industry or 
cleaning mechanical parts. It is only recently that it was investigated for polymer extraction inside 
MIM samples [16]. The advantages of using them is to avoid solvent wastes, which needs to be 
recycled and treated. A new equipment was acquired by the research group 2PC for this project via 
the equipex platform MIFHysTO. The effects of using these methods need to be investigated, as it 
can impact the structure of the particles of the MIM samples or leave a significant carbon residue. 
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The last steps of the MIM process are the sintering and the thermal treatment of the metallic 
powders. They are performed inside furnaces and consumes a lot of time and energy in order to obtain 
a complete densification of the parts [17]. New sintering methods were developed in order to reduce 
the impact of this conventional way. Even so, they still need to be adapted to the requirements of the 
MIM samples, and more precisely, the complex geometry. Thus, two sintering methods were 
considered and briefly described in the following paragraphs. 
The assisted microwave (MW) sintering is a method used for ceramics [18]. Metals are considered 
insensitive to micro-wavelengths, but studies showed that if the material is in a powder state, they 
were able to penetrate and heat the material [19]. Thanks to this, it was possible to obtain high heating 
rate and shortened sintering time. 
The Field Assisted Hot Pressing (FAHP) sintering is a method using strong alternative currents in 
order to rise the temperature of conductive materials [20]. At the time the use of superalloys with this 
method was not investigated, but it presents the same kind of advantages as the microwave sintering. 
Moreover, as it is performed under pressure, it is also have an impact on the properties of the materials 
processed  [21]. In order to find an alternative to the furnace sintering, these two methods were chosen 
in order to study the compatibility with a Inconel 718 MIM sample. 
I.3 Experimental work developed for the project 
Figure I. 2 introduces the experimental procedures followed during the thesis work. The raw 
materials used to elaborate the component and the selection criteria according to their intrinsic 
properties are also introduced. The successive steps of the MIM process are all linked with the 
different parameters that needs to be determined and with the different equipment and 
characterization method used to identify them. The first step is to determine the characteristics of the 
raw materials in order to prepare the first step of the MIM process. Each stage of this process is 
dependant of the previous one and have to be developed consecutively. Therefore, defects derived 
from a previous stage is impacting the subsequent stage, forcing to start over the previous 
optimization process. The introduction of the supercritical fluid debinding, the microwave sintering 
and the FAHP sintering is implying a different effect on the raw materials. Hence, the different 
characterization methods need to be performed in the same conditions in order to be able to compare 
the properties of the different components. 
? ? ?
?????????????
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II INTRODUCTION TO THE NICKEL-CHROME 
SUPERALLOYS, THE MIM PROCESS AND THE 
UNCONVENTIONAL SINTERING PROCESSES 
The use of Inconel 718 for industrial applications was introduced in the late 60’s. It was then used 
as a component for feedstocks in the late 90’s [1]. In order to introduce the works developed in this 
manuscript, a description of the material is presented. It will be followed by an introduction to the 
MIM process, with the different steps needed to produce metal parts and the specifications of the 
process. Then the different methods that will have an impact on the particles and their sintering 
process will be studied. Thus, the theory and the experimental work behind the powder metallurgy 
applied to the MIM samples will help analysing that impact on our material. The last two parts are 
devoted to introduce a state of the art of the research that was performed with the investigated methods 
in this manuscript.  
II.1 Nickel based superalloys and Inconel 718 
II.1.1 Application of the Nickel based superalloys 
Superalloys started because of the needs in aeronautic engines. They are complex machines, where 
mechanical and thermal solicitations are colluding at high level for long time periods (Figure II. 1).  
 
Figure II. 1 Thermal view of a turbofan CFM56 serie 3 
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In order to answer to these needs, high performance materials were designed in order to survive 
these harsh environments. From the 70’s and the 80’s, three main families of metallic alloys for 
critical conditions such as steels, titanium alloys and nickel alloys were developed. Intensive research 
activity on these materials allows materials with good characteristics and high reliability [2]. Thanks 
to the mechanical behaviour of these materials, combined with air cooling systems and thermal 
barrier, it allowed the development of engines with high performances. Since its creation, the use of 
these materials was completely diversified and used in aerospace (Figure II. 2), automotive, petrol 
and nuclear industry [3], [4].  
 
Figure II. 2 Combustion chamber SuperDraco engine, 3D printed with Inconel by SpaceX [5] 
II.1.2 Composition of Inconel 718 
The composition of the two types of Inconel introduced in the specification of the project is 
presented in Table II. 1. The main difference between the two of them is the nickel content. It is less 
important inside the 718 nuance and is compensated with more iron. It will drastically increase the 
Young modulus and the yield stress [6]. But the limitation of the nickel content reduces the corrosion 
resistance capability. The chrome present inside the composition is strengthening the oxidation 
resistance. The molybdenum helps to increase the hardening of the γ austenitic matrix at 20 °C but 
also at high temperatures. Niobium is responsible for the formation of the hardening phase γ’’[7], 
which is developed in part II.1.3. That phase increases the hardness and the yield strength of Inconel. 
The more niobium is present in the composition, the more it is increased, until a limit around 5% in 
mass. Thus, Inconel 718 is including the maximum allowed for this kind of alloy. Titanium and 
aluminium are elements responsible for the formation of a γ’ phase [8], also developed in the next 
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part. This phase is also responsible for the hardness of the structure, but at a lesser degree than the 
γ’’. Depending on the thermal treatment, the γ’’ phase can be four times more important than the γ’. 
Table II. 1. Chemical composition in mass percentage of the Inconel 625 & 718 powder  
Alloy Ni Fe Cr Mo Al Ti Nb C 
In 625 61.00 2.50 21.50 9.00 0.20 0.20 3.60 0.05 
In 718 52.5 19.00 19.00 3.00 0.50 0.90 5.30 0.05 
 
II.1.3 Structure of Inconel 718 
With the importance that took Inconel 718 in the aircraft industry, a lot of investigations of its 
structure were performed on casted and forged samples [2], [6], [9], [10].The optical microstructures 
of as-cast, wrought and wrought-grain-grown samples are illustrated in Figure II. 3.  
In the as-cast case, the structure presents two types of distinct constituents, which are Laves phases 
and carbides. The formation of these two phases and their thermal behaviour will be described in the 
next parts. In the wrought sample, thanks to a homogenization coming from mechanical and thermal 
treatments, these two constituents are reduced or eliminated. The structure does not have twinned 
grains. In order to bring out the best mechanical performances a thermal treatment was applied to the 
material. A larger but similar structure is obtained, despite the grains containing small and uniform 
dendrites.   
 
Figure II. 3 OM of Microstructures of (a) as-cast, (b) wrought, and (c) wrought-grain-grown Inconel 718 [11] 
Nickel based superalloys have a γ austenitic matrix hardened with different phases developed 
inside it. The different phases present inside the In718 alloy was investigated and determined by 
Sundararaman et al. [12].  
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There are four main phases: 
- γ matrix present in Face Cubic Centered (FCC), solid solution  
- γ’ phase present in Simple Cubic (SC), Ni3 (Al,Ti), present on Figure II. 4 as spherical-like 
shapes. 
 
Figure II. 4 SEM image of a  γ’ phase present inside a γ phase, obtained on a forged sample thermally treated at 
760 °C for 50 hours and water quenched [13] 
- γ’’ phase present in Tetragonal Body Centered (TBC), Ni3Nb. The method to observe both  
phases was introduced by Paulonis et al. [9]. By observing the zone matrix on the axis [001], the 
orientation shows lattice diffraction patterns, which can be then identified (Figure II. 5). The γ’ and 
the γ’’ phases are dispatched homogeneously inside the grains and assure the hardening of the alloy 
[14]. They are also allowing a control of the grain size expansion by slowing the displacement of the 
grain joints [15].  
 
Figure II. 5 Dark field TEM image showing γ’’ and γ’ phases, obtained on a forged Inconel 718 sample, thermally 
treated at 700 °C for 524 hours [16]   
- δ phase, Simple Orthorhombic structure, Ni3Nb.The δ precipitates have a plate morphology 
(Figure II. 6). They appear at the grain boundaries at low temperatures and in an intragranular manner 
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at high temperatures. Even if they have an effect on the stress rupture ductility, they are formed from 
the degradation of the γ’’ phase. Thus it is necessary to limit that phase in order to avoid a degradation 
of the hardness of the material. 
 
Figure II. 6 OM of a δ phase developed in a forged Inconel 718 sample after thermal treatment at 870 °C during 50 
hours. 
The last two elements that can be observed in an Inconel 718 sample are the presence of carbides 
and Laves (Figure II. 7). The titanium and aluminum elements are extremely sensitive to carbon and 
is forming carbides with a MC,M6C, M23C6 phase, all of them having a Cubic structure. The presence 
of carbides has a detrimental effect on the mechanical properties, both at room and high temperatures.  
Carbides will consume elements needed in the hardening effect and so will decrease their volume. At 
high temperatures, during long time periods, carbides undergo transformations, bringing brittle 
phases. This will perturb the stability of the structure and will have an effect on the creep resistance 
of the material [17]–[19]. 
 
Figure II. 7 SEM image of fusion zone micro constituents in Inconel 718, showing both the NbC and the Laves 
phases [20] 
Laves have an hexagonal structure and often appears during casting, in the presence of a liquid 
state [21]. They are generally paired with the γ matrix. The effects on the fracture resistance are less 
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important than with carbides, however they are niobium-rich constituted and facilitate the formation 
of carbides. 
II.1.4 Thermal behaviour of Inconel 718 
Knovorosky et al. [20] presented the main reactions related with structural changes due to the 
temperature on a wrought Inconel 718 sample (Table II. 2). They performed LECO analysis after 
different thermal treatments on the key components obtained in order to analyse their compositions. 
They also used a Gleeble simulation equipment in order to obtain the onset of the general grain 
boundary liquation, hence the lowest melting point of the material constituent.  
Laves are formed at a temperature around 1198°C and the temperature when Carbides are obtained 
is 1252 °C. The solidus temperature is determined to be 1320 °C, but the melting temperature of the 
material is starting at a much lower temperature, which is 1267 °C. This information is important for 
the sintering of Inconel 718 and is developed in the next chapters. 
Table II. 2 Reactions temperatures obtained on a wrought Inconel 718 sample [20] 
  Liquidus Solidus γ / Laves γ / NbC 
Gleeble 
NST 
Temperature 
(°C) 
1362 1320 1198 1252 1267 
In order to optimize the concentration of phases inside Inconel 718, thermal studies were 
developed since the elaboration of the material. The TTT diagram that was proposed by Brooks et al. 
[2] presents the temperatures of precipitation of the previously presented phases (Figure II. 8). The 
solidus temperature of the δ phase is around 1020 °C and can still appear at the grain boundaries until 
around 800 °C for long thermal cycles. The most important phase, which is the γ’’, starts to precipitate 
around 900 °C until 650 °C. The γ’ phase is precipitated between 850 °C and 650 °c, but for cycles 
longer than 10 hours. 
From these information, in order to reduce the quantity of δ phase and to maximize the γ’’ phase, 
the thermal treatment for Inconel 718 commonly applied is a thermal treatment at 980 °C during one 
hour, in order to concentrate the phases at the grain boundaries, and two steps of 8 hours each at 720 
°C and 620 °C [2]. The DTA curves informs us on the transformation phases during a thermal 
treatment or during cooling. Slama et al presented one obtained after using an Inconel 718 sample 
which underwent the introduced thermal treatment [6]. 
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responsible for the behaviour of the shearing and the dislocations happening under mechanical stress. 
It is also important to note that a thermal treatment at 650 °C has low influence on the tensile 
properties of the material.  
Table II. 3 Tensile properties of Inconel 718 forged discs at room temperature (RT) and at a high temperature [2] 
 
Temperature 
of the test 
(°C) 
0.2% PS 
(MPa) 
UTS  
(MPa) 
El.          
(%) 
untreated 
RT 1170 ± 20 1412 ± 14 19.0 ± 2 
650 965 ± 13 1156 ± 9 25.3 ± 3 
1000 hours 
650°C 
RT 1182 ± 18 1450 ± 15 19.0 ± 1 
650 987 ± 12 1188 ± 10 27.1 ± 2 
It was reported that the grain size of Inconel 718 has an important effect on the mechanical 
properties of the material (Figure II. 10). Thus, it is important to keep the austenitic matrix as fine as 
possible. It was proven by the maps from Ashby [22] that the creeping speed of Inconel 718 is 
inversely proportional to the mean grain size of the γ phase [23], [24].  
 
Figure II. 10 Effect of grain size and grain boundary microstructure on the creep crack growth rate at 650 °C [24] 
The effects of the thermal treatment increasing the presence of the δ precipitates have also an effect 
on the hardening properties. As these precipitates are concentrated on the grain boundaries, and are 
lowering the other two phases, it strongly decreases the properties of the alloy. As seen in Table II. 
4, the hardness of the superalloy 718 is also in relationship by the grain growth. 
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Table II. 4 Grain size and hardness variation of Inconel 718 at different thermal treatments [6] 
Thermal 
treatment during 
1 hour (°C) 
930 960 990 1020 1050 1080 
grain size (µm) 20 21.5 30 40 80 146 
HV (200N) 
 
229 ± 4 219 ± 2 200 ± 4 180 ± 3 170 ± 2 161 ± 4 
Inconel 718 is mostly used for the good mechanical properties of the material under high 
temperature conditions. It comes from the good coherence between the γ/γ’’ and γ/ γ’ phases. Inconel 
718 can keep a good mechanical resistance until around 700°C (Figure II. 11). After this, its resistance 
greatly drops, making it highly interesting for hot forging.  
 
Figure II. 11 Comparison between different materials of the yield stress in function of the temperature [25] 
II.2 Introduction to powder metallurgy 
Powder Metallurgy (PM) comprises a family of production technologies (Figure II. 12), which 
process a material in powder form in order to obtain a dense component. The biggest advantage of 
the powder metallurgy route is the cost effectiveness thanks to a lower energy and material 
consumption. Instead of applying machining operations that would be applied in conventional 
manufacture to the material, the powder metallurgy allows complex geometric shapes with close 
dimensional tolerances. The cost effectiveness is getting more important with the production 
quantities because of the cost of the equipment and tools. The second advantage of the powder 
metallurgy is the processing of materials difficult to manufacture such as the hard metals and the 
carbides [26], [27] or materials with high melting points such as tungsten, molybdenum and tantalum.  
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pressure uniformly in all directions to provide isotropic properties and 100% densification [33]. It 
provides many benefits and has become a viable and high performance alternative to conventional 
processes such as forging, casting and machining in many applications. Its positioning is also very 
complementary to other powder metallurgy (PM) processes such as Metal Injection Moulding (MIM), 
pressing and sintering.  
The additive manufacturing is the new process to obtain components from a powder. At the 
difference of the other methods using die cavity moulds, the melted powder is directly sprayed on a 
support, and the component is elaborated layer by layer. It is allowing the development of new shapes 
and geometries which would be impossible to obtain by machining or moulding such as the hollow 
structures [34]. 
II.3 Introduction to powder injection moulding 
Powder Injection moulding is a shaping process, which is making possible mass production, by 
combining thermoplastic polymers injection with powder metallurgy. It is particularly adapted for 
high production rate of complex shaped products and with costly materials. It also allows low loss of 
material coming from the process as feedstock can be recycled [35]. Thanks to these advantages, 
industrials developed the process in order to mass produce their components. The economic and 
market position of the process in the powder metallurgy will be introduced in the first part of the 
paragraph. 
Table II. 5 Technologies involved in the MIM process 
Thermoplastic 
Injection 
Binder rheology and thermal properties 
Powder/binder mixing and extrusion 
Transition step 
Binder removing by solvents 
Binder removing by thermal treatment 
Powder metallurgy 
Densification by solid state diffusion or semi-liquid 
Thermal treatments 
The MIM process is a mix of the thermoplastic injection and powder metallurgy in order to realize 
3D complex shaped mechanical parts with controlled physical properties [36]. They have precise role 
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composed of three elements. A first one, named the primary binder, is used for bringing resistance to 
the injected component. It will create a skeleton structure around the powder and will be removed 
last in order to keep the shape of the component stable as long as possible. The second, named the 
secondary binder, has a role of shear thinning. It is used to reduce the viscosity of the feedstock, 
bringing a good flow during the injection. It will fill the space between the primary binders attached 
to the powder. The last element that can be introduced in the binder is a dispersive agent, which will 
assure the segregation of the powder and the cohesion between the primary binder and the powder. 
The chosen powder has to verify some morphologic conditions. The first one is the shape of the 
particles. A spherical shape is the easiest one, for both injection and densification [43]–[45] as shown 
on Figure II. 17. The size of the particle is also limited. Most the feedstocks are composed  of  a 
maximum particle size under 50 µm. Using a bigger size would make the injection harder and the 
surface state might also be impacted [46]. If the feedstock is used for micro-components or complex 
shapes, the size of the particle has to be reduced. It can also have an impact on mechanical properties, 
as it reduces the grain size after densification[47]. One of the recent development in the feedstock 
elaboration is the use of a bimodal powder composed of a large and one really fine granulometric 
distribution [48], [49]. This will bring the same geometric advantages as the fine powder at a lower 
cost. 
 
Figure II. 17 Effect of powder shape on the packing density [50] 
The component geometry is obtained as it is during the thermoplastic injection. The feedstock is 
shaped by replication on the print of the cavity of a mould. The feedstock granules are introduced in 
the feeding hopper of the press, then pass through a temperature regulated sheath. The injection 
temperature is decided via the rheological analysis of the feedstock, being between the highest fusion 
temperature and the lowest degradation temperature of the binder. The injection unit is described in 
Figure II. 18. 
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It starts by the selection of the volume of injected material. In order to fill the mould cavity 
properly, the total volume needs to include the cavity of the mould plus the feeding, the sprue, the 
runners and the channels. The chosen volume is obtained thanks to an endless screw, bringing the 
feedstock during its rotation. Once the feedstock volume introduction is over, the mould is closed and 
filled at a determined pressure and speed. It is kept under pressure during the cooling down of the 
component in order to reach a solid state. It is finally ejected from the mould. The time of the injection 
process is dependent upon the cooling of the component and the thickness of the geometry [51], [52]. 
Thus, the temperature of the mould needs to be controlled in order to optimise these parameters.  
 
 Figure II. 18 Injection unit configuration [53] 
Due to thermo-physic of a powder loaded polymer, the specifications of feedstock injection is 
bringing differences with thermoplastic injection. First, the tools need to be surface treated in order 
to resist to the abrasion from the powder, in order to improve the lifetime of the equipment. The 
endless screw geometry has also to be adapted to the feedstock in order to keep its homogeneity. 
Segregation, jetting or demixing of the feedstock may happen inside the barrel, which can bring 
defects to the final part with an anisotropy of the densification[54], [55]. Feeding and injection speed 
need to be slow enough in order to avoid these defects. The filling of the die cavity can also bring 
defects to the component, such as an incomplete filling of the cavity.  
The debinding step consists in the progressive removal of the organic compounds present inside 
of green components. There are two ways to get rid of them, the first one being the use of a solvent 
which will dissolve and extract the polymer out of the sample, and the second is the thermal 
degradation of the polymer. 
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Solvent debinding is commonly used in order to remove the secondary binder. Thus, the used 
solvent has to be compatible only with this one. There are two ways for solvent debinding. The first 
one, developed by BASF, is a catalytic debinding applied to their binder Catamold© [56]. Green parts 
are introduced inside a chamber with a controlled atmosphere with azote at a temperature between 
110 and 140 °C. Acid nitric is injected inside the chamber and the acid atmosphere will dissolve the 
polymer. The second one is to immerge component into a solvent and thanks to a long diffusion time 
inside the polymers, dissolve and extract the binder. Thermal debinding eliminates all the residual 
binder after solvent debinding. It is realized inside an oven with controlled atmosphere if needed. The 
debinding theory and the different methodology are both more detailed in part II.5, along the 
description of supercritical debinding. Defects can be created during debinding steps. Most of them 
come from a problem of evacuation of the residues and gas created during the process. If the gas has 
no way out of the component, swellings or blisters can appear at the surface. It can also be trapped 
inside the sample, creating a local pressure point inside the material, leading to a huge decrease of 
the resistance of the material to creeping. Carbon residues are also found inside of the components, 
and it is a common problem for the MIM process [57].  
The final operation on the component is the complete densification of the powder. The mechanism 
will be explained in the next part. It is obtained by heating the component at a high enough 
temperature and maintained for some time. After cooling components possess an annealed 
microstructure, and without undergoing post thermal treatment, lack the strength of forged 
components. The quality of sintering depends on the atmosphere, the sintering temperature and the 
dwell time, the heating rate and finally the cooling rate. These parameters will impact the final density 
and the microstructure of the component. The time and the complexity of the densification is also 
dependent on the material. It will be more detailed in part II.4. 
II.3.3 Advantages/disadvantages of the PIM process 
During the design period of a component, in order to choose if MIM is suitable, there are several 
conditions to respect in order to maximize the advantages of the process. The first condition being 
the production quantity and the number of specifications of the component. It is only viable if there 
are restrictions on the dimensions, locations of complex geometry, surface finish and such. The 
second condition is if the material is easily sintered. If the sintering temperature is low (under 
1000°C), the die casting method may be more effective [58]. Therefore, the MIM process is 
interesting for materials resisting machining (machining, cutting and grinding), designs with difficult 
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the beginning of the MIM process, a large variety of binders were developed, yet no miracle binders 
answering to every conditions of the process was found. Hence, it is a difficult task to select a binder 
and its components. 
Binder systems are formulated as a mixture of organic or inorganic substances with several 
functions within the system itself. They can be composed of any types of polymers, waxes, oils or 
other substances like lubricant and dispersant agents. They all have one thing in common, which is 
the creation of a backbone that gathers particles and retains the shape of the component along all the 
steps of the process until complete elimination. In order to avoid trapped volatiles inside the 
component, different compounds with progressive degradation temperatures are selected [63].  
Table II. 6 List of binders in literature 
Primary 
binder 
Secondary 
binder 
Surfactant 
Solvent 
debinding 
Powder authors 
PE PW SA Cyclohexane 316L Huang at al. [64] 
PP PW SA Cyclohexane Inconel 718 Özgün et al. [65] 
EVA PW SA Cyclohexane Inconel 718 Fareh et al. [66] 
PP PEG SA water Al2O3 Moinard et al. [67] 
PMMA PEG SA water Ti-6Al-4V Chen et al. [68] 
CAB PEG SA water Zr2O3, Invar Hidalgo et al. [69] 
Thermoplastic polymers are preferred in PIM as they softened and re-solidified multiple times, 
allowing recycling of the waste material produced during injection. The most commonly used are 
polyolefins like polyethylene [43], and different variants of polypropylene [70], polyacetal [71], 
polymethyl methacrylate [68], ethylene vinyl acetate [72] and polyvinyl butyral [73]. They are 
blended with waxes or other low molecular weight polymers like polyethylene glycol that act as 
plasticizers [73]. Some examples of binder compositions are presented in Table II. 6.  
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II.4 Powder sintering, application to MIM samples 
II.4.1 Mechanism of particle sintering 
Sintering is a mechanism of bonding particles together. Thanks to the possibility to work in a 
protective atmosphere, it is possible to work on an extensive number of materials that are sensitive to 
oxidation such as titanium or aluminium. The mechanism of sintering was studied at the same time 
of the development of atomic models. When heat is applied to a powder, atoms starts to move 
randomly, amplified when the temperature is closer to the melting temperature. The atomic motion 
induces a decrease of the surface energy of the particles. It was put in evidence by measurement of a 
reduction of the surface area (Figure II. 21). 
 
Figure II. 21 Evolution of the specific surface and the densification rate in function of the temperature during solid 
phase sintering [74]  
The consequence is the growing of necks between particles (Figure II. 22). Once a contact has 
been formed, the atomic motion continues to enlarge the contact surface and subsequently densifies 
the powder. The speed of that mechanism depends principally on the composition of the powder and 
its morphology. At the end of the mechanism, the centre of the two particles move together to form a 
bigger particle. In the case of a powder compact the consequence is that the average grain size 
enlarges while the number of grains decreases. The grain growth takes place at the grain boundaries, 
hence the bigger particle presenting bigger boundaries will progressively consume the smaller next 
to it. If the powder granulometry is not homogeneous, the microstructure may be impacted by a 
heterogeneous repartition of the grain size. 
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Figure II. 22 Molecular dynamic simulation of three tungsten particles during sintering [75] 
 
Figure II. 23 Representation of porosity evolution during the sintering [74] 
Thus, the sintering stages are followed by a succession of pore and grain morphology changes. It 
is focused on the growth of the inter-particular bonds until densification of the material. Inside a 
powder compact, it will be accompanied by the pore network modification (Figure II. 23). The more 
surface contact the particle will create, the more porosity will equivalently decrease. The pore 
diameter will shrink and will adapt to the spherical shape of the particles. During sintering, if the 
atmosphere is performed under high level of vacuum, porosity will be empty and can be completely 
eliminated. In the case of a controlled atmosphere with gas such as argon or nitrogen, or in the case 
of MIM with impurity products such as carbon dioxide, gas filled pores may be created. The 
consequence will be the same as creating a pressure point inside the material and will severely 
decrease the mechanical performances when solicited. A powder compact can only be accepted as 
dense only if the pore elimination is complete. 
II.4.2  Effect of the morphology of the powder 
The changes of microstructures during sintering are influenced by lots of factors which are 
determined by the chemical and physical properties of the raw powders. If there is a slight difference 
in volume between the two particles, the smaller particle will start to shrink, and will eventually 
disappear and a single coarsened spherical particle will remain in the final equilibrium state. As 
a consequence it was suggested that mono-sized fine powders are preferable in producing dense, 
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uniform, fine-grained microstructures [76]. The case of bimodal grain size distribution was designed 
for materials difficult to sinter such as cemented carbides [77]. 
The granulometry is also having an effect on the sintering conditions. As shown by Figure II. 24, 
the smaller the particle size, the faster the maximal density can be obtained. It can be explained by a 
lower energy requirement to obtain the particle movement during sintering when the particles are 
smaller [78].  
 
Figure II. 24 Effect of the particle size on the fractional density in function of the temperature [79]  
  
Figure II. 25 Values of σLyp plotted against the inverse square root of the grain diameter observed after aging 
treatment of mild steel (left) [81] and evolution of the grain size and of the density during sintering of a Fe-2Ni powder 
(right)[79] 
The grain size of the final microstructure is also influenced by the initial particle size. The Hall 
Petch relation or grain boundary strengthening is a method to optimize the average crystalline grain 
size in order to obtain the best mechanical performances. The grain boundaries have an impact on the 
dislocation movement and how easily they can travel from grain to grain. So by reducing the grain 
size, the yield strength of the material will be influenced [80]. The choice of an ideal sintering 
consideration must include the variation of the grain size as the temperature can increase brutally the 
grain size while the temperature is close to the melting temperature of the material. 
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II.4.3 Influence of the sintering on MIM samples 
As introduced in part II.4.1, sintering implies a reduction of the porosity of the powder compact. 
A MIM sample, after thermal debinding, is left with the powder particles only, so the porosity level 
of the component is proportional to the voids left by the polymer. The sintering of MIM sample 
induces a shrinkage that needs to be followed Figure II. 26. By following the evolution of the 
shrinkage, it is possible to optimize the thermal treatment conditions such as the heating rate, the 
dwell time, the maximum temperature and the cooling rate. 
 
Figure II. 26 Shrinkage evolution during sintering and volume modification before and after sintering [74] 
The shrinkage can be a source of defects during sintering if the geometry of the component is not 
adapted to the process [38]. Hence, the component geometry is limited by three parameters: the 
maximum cross-sectional area, the maximum length and the maximum thickness. 
 
Figure II. 27 Images of MIM samples after sintering showing deformations [82] and cracks [46]  
II.4.4 Application to Inconel 718 
Since the development of the Inconel 718 superalloy, a few feedstocks have been developed for 
metal injection (Table II. 7). The first one was developed in 1994 and 1997 by Valencia et al. [1], 
[83]. After this, a few papers were proposed for sintering Inconel 718 MIM samples. They are 
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especially focused on the optimal sintering conditions and all of them perform thermal treatment after 
the initial sintering. 
Table II. 7 List of the results during sintering MIM Inconel 718 samples 
Powder 
loading 
(%) 
Powder 
mean 
particle 
size 
(µm) 
Sintering 
treatment 
Furnace 
atmo-
sphere 
Maximum 
shrinkage 
(%) 
Dens-
ity 
(g/cm3) 
Hardn
ess 
YS 
0.2% 
(MPa)  
UTS 
(MPa) 
Elong. 
(%) 
Refer- 
-ences 
66 8.5 
1275°C  
 8 hours  
 1 °C/min 
Vacuum 24 8.18 - 972 1194 17.4 
Valencia 
[83]  
60 11.9 
1290 °C  
 3 hours   
10 °C/min 
Vacuum  22 7.99 348 506 667 5.8 
Özgun 
[65] 
62 13.1 
1275°C  
 2 hours 
Vacuum x 96.7 370 876 1054 25.4 
Youhua 
[84] 
62 2 
1150°C  
 6 hours 
Vacuum x 98 280 x 800 7 
Miura 
[85] 
65 10 
1220°C 
 6 hours 
Vacuum x 98.5 280 x 800 15 
65 22 
1250°C 
 6 hours 
Vacuum x 99 330 x 1000 7 
Valencia et al. performed sintering in different atmospheres and heating rates. In a hydrogen 
atmosphere, they observed the formation of peripheral ring of dense material surrounding a porous 
material in the middle. It could be explained by hydrogen trapped inside the sample or the formation 
of water by a reaction between the gas and the oxides present in the sample. Hydrogen is not adapted 
for sintering Inconel 718. The heating ramp also plays an important role. They found that when the 
heating ramp is around 10 °C/min, the intermetallic Laves phases are more easily created, resulting 
in the creation of more porosity during cooling. On one hand, at 1°C/min, there is enough time for 
the Laves to be dissolved into the matrix, on the other hand, at 15°C/min, they don’t have the time to 
nucleate. The optimal sintering temperature and holding time are trickier to conclude. As Valencia 
obtained results almost as good as wrought material, they didn’t try sintering at higher temperatures.  
Özgun et al. [65] performed sintering until 1300°C. At that temperature, as it is closer to the 
melting temperature of the superalloy (1320°C), they observed deformations of the MIM shape. The 
main difference that can be observed between 1275 °C and 1290°C is the mechanical properties. The 
hardness may be similar, the tensile solicitation response is completely different. The sintering 
selected by Özgun et al. gives a UTS and a YS twice lower than the others.  
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Youhua et al. [84] explained that the difference may come from melting temperatures of the 
different components of the superalloy. At 1260°C, the components with the lowest melting points 
such as the nickel carbides, iron and chromium, compose the liquid phase, resulting in a solid phase 
mechanism. At 1275°C, the content of the liquid phase is increased, giving a liquid/solid sintering 
mechanism, which will help reduce porosity. At 1290 °C, the liquid phase content is increased with 
niobium elements, which is followed by the Ni3Nb phase precipitation. This liquid phase will reduce 
the flow of the liquid phase, hence reducing the porosity elimination. To conclude, these three papers 
performed sintering on MIM Inconel 718 samples followed by HIP treatments or thermal treatments, 
as explained in part II.1.4., in order to obtain a better density and mechanical performances closer to 
wrought Inconel 718.  
Miura et al. [85] searched for the influence of the starting powder on the sintering conditions. They 
used three different granulometries with a D90 going from 2 µm to 22µm. They found that the lower 
the powder granulometry was, the lower the sintering temperature was needed in order to obtain full 
density. The downside of using such fine powder is the need to use water atomization instead of gas 
atomization. The hardening elements such as titanium and aluminium were much lower with water 
atomization method. Moreover, the carbon content, 0.05 (wt.) %, on each powder was the same, but 
the oxygen content was higher with water atomized powders (0.60 (wt.) % instead of 0.046 (wt.) %). 
That difference in chemical compositions explains the lower mechanical performances of the material 
after sintering. Completing the sintering conditions, the use of a fine gas atomized powder should be 
preferably used. 
II.5 Debinding methods of MIM feedstocks 
One of the most critical steps in PIM process is debinding, which consumes a major part of the 
processing time. Failure of the powder compact often results if the process is too fast. In order to 
avoid this, debinding is in general performed in multiple steps in order to remove progressively one 
at a time the polymers composing the binder. The two methods used are the solvent or catalytic 
debinding, which will eliminate the polymers acting as plasticizer and the thermal debinding, which 
will degrade the backbone polymer, right before sintering. The supercritical fluid extraction is a recent 
method that was researched in order to replace the solvent debinding. 
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with that amount time, it is also frequent that debinding is incomplete [89], which could bring 
complications during thermal debinding. 
II.5.2 Supercritical debinding 
The supercritical state of a fluid can be reached at a certain temperature and pressure cold triple 
point (Figure II. 29). Above the critical point, there is no physical distinction between the liquid and 
gaseous states, possessing both advantages of the two states. It possesses the density of a liquid and 
the viscosity of a gas at the same time. This particular state leads to a high diffusivity, making it more 
efficient than a liquid. To sum up, the supercritical fluid will penetrate the porous body like a gas and 
dissolve the binder like a liquid. Moreover, they show high compatibility with non-polar organic 
materials and low molecular weight materials. This selective behaviour plays in favour of the step-
by-step MIM binder debinding. 
Research was concentrated on carbon dioxide (CO2). The conditions for obtaining the supercritical 
state of the CO2 are rather easy to reach, which are at 304.1 °K and 73.8 bars. It is also easy to change 
the temperature and pressure conditions to optimize the diffusion (Figure II. 29). Because the 
solvation capability in a solvent is closely related to the density of the solvent, a supercritical fluid 
that has a similar density level to liquid represents a high solubility similar to a liquid solvent. Thanks 
to this, it is also much easier to penetrate inside smaller porosities and faster to reach the centre of the 
binder matrix.  
 The debinding rate will be dependent on the temperature and pressure conditions during the 
experiments. Chartier et al. [90] have shown that the closer to the melting temperature of the 
polymers, the easier is the extraction of the polymers as they are closer to a liquid state. There is also 
a high probability that the melting temperature of the polymers will be modified by the supercritical 
fluid [91]. 
Most of the work was conducted on wax based feedstocks and ceramic materials. They obtained 
quite good results with each time a complete removal of the wax in a fast time [92], [93]. They also 
observed that, even if the temperature was quite high for the debinding of wax, there were no 
deformations occurring during the supercritical fluid debinding process with few dimensional 
variations.  
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Figure II. 29 Phase diagram of the carbon dioxide [93]and evolution of Carbon dioxide properties in function of the 
pressure [94] 
Yannig et al. [95] even show that solvent debinding was more damaging for the processing of 
titanium dental implants (Figure II. 30). They also performed carbon and oxygen analysis on pre-
sintered samples. The supercritical debinding method did not affect the residual content of these two 
common contaminants in the MIM process. 
 
Figure II. 30 Defects observed on MIM samples after wax debinding with supercritical CO2 and heptane [95] 
II.5.3 Thermal debinding 
Thermal debinding is a common methodology for the final removal of residual polymer from a 
PIM compact prior to sintering. During debinding, the polymer is heated thermally, melted into liquid, 
and decomposed into steam. The overall removal of residual polymer is an intricate combination of 
evaporation, liquid and gas migration, pyrolysis of polymer, and heat transfer in porous media [96]. 
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It can be used in the same oven as the one for densification in order to optimize temperature cycles 
and avoid oxidation during the transfer of components.  
The thermal treatment consists in realising different dwelling at the degradation temperatures of 
each binders present inside the sample. At these temperatures, polymers are degraded and vaporised. 
Hence, the heating rate needs to be slow, as the component’s mechanical resistance will only depend 
on the powder structure. If debinding is too fast, it may disturb its stability. If it is too fast, it can also 
create overpressure inside the sample [97].  
For multi-component binders obtaining optimal thermal cycles is a difficult task (Figure II. 31). It 
is necessary to perform an investigation of the binder decomposition kinetics in order to identify 
points of rapid weight loss. They can be obtained by performing thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 
on the different polymers composing the binder and on the binder mixed, in case there are chemical 
interactions during mixing, which could affect the final thermal properties [98]. From these data, it is 
also now possible to determine master debinding curves and simulate the thermal debinding in order 
to obtain the best condition for debinding [99]. 
 
Figure II. 31 Decomposition curves of a wax-PP-PE based feedstock and of each of its elements [99] 
The environment of the debinding is also important. Debinding in a wicking environment was 
developed [100]. The sample is debinded on a porous material, which will absorb by capillary effect 
the residual polymer extracted during the process. The wicking agent can be a porous plate or a 
powder disposed around the sample. The result is a homogenization of the polymer extraction and a 
cleaner surface, and can also prevent cracks or deformation [101].  
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II.6 Unconventional sintering methods 
The introduction of the sintering process and the mechanisms and results of the process were 
performed with a method that can be named “conventional”, by heating the sample by effect of 
thermal conduction between the sintering atmosphere and the component, with low heating rate and 
without physical interactions on the samples. This paragraph will introduce different ways to bring 
the energy needed to obtain a fully dense material. The Field Assisted Hot Pressing (FAHP) is close 
to the HIP method, the difference being the way to rise the temperature of the sample. When the heat 
is brought conventionally in the case of the HIP method, the FAHP method is heating the sample by 
electrical conductivity.  The other method, the microwave sintering, was first developed on ceramics, 
as the fully dense metals were reflecting them. However it was recently proved that if it was in a 
powder compact state, metallic materials were able to absorb them until reaching the sintering 
temperature.  
II.6.1 Field Assisted Hot Pressing 
FAHP is a method similar to the HIP sintering, the difference being the sintering mechanism. It 
was developed thanks to the idea of using the plasma on electric discharge for sintering ceramics and 
metals, leading to the development of a machine and a pattern of  Inoue et al. [102], [103]. This 
allowed the development of different ways of sintering using electric current such as Spark Plasma 
Sintering (SPS) [104], [105], Flash sintering [106], [107], or Plasma sintering [108].  
There are five expected merits of this method: generation of spark plasma, the effect of the electric field and of the 
electric current in the conductor, the impact of the spark plasma and the rapid heating and cooling. The mean 
mechanism is the generation of heat via Joule effect, produced by the electric current going through the particle of the 
powder (  
Figure II. 32). This is the case if the powder is conductive, if not, the heat is generated by the 
heating of the graphite die and will be less effective. 
From this and the development of the technology, it is possible to obtain new materials, especially 
with hard sintering materials such as carbides, borides or nitrides. That technique gives interesting 
results for tungsten based alloys. It is shown that the application of the electric current, with a 50 MPa 
of pressure on a milled activated powder, lowers the sintering temperature of almost 1000°C [109]. 
It is also used for the development of multi-layered components, thanks to the fast sintering, which 
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during conventional heating. In contrast, the MW heating occurs from the core as the MW penetrates 
and generates heat inside the sample. 
 
Figure II. 33 Conventional and MW induced heating patterns [115] 
The MW coupling with a material inside an applicator is governed by Maxwell’s equations [116]. 
These equations ensure variation of the electric and the magnetic field with time by updating material 
properties which are responsible for energy absorption. In the case of metal materials, the 
compatibility with the MW is calculated with a parameter called “Skin Depth” Ds, defined as: 
 
In which σ is the electrical conductivity (S m-1), ρ is electrical resistivity (Ωm), λ0 is the MW 
wavelength in air (m), f is the MW frequency and µ is the incident wavelength (m). It informs us that 
the power absorbed during MW irradiation depends on the electromagnetic characteristics, but also 
on the volume and more precisely the thickness of the target material. Moreover, when the 
temperature of the material increases, all the material properties get updated influencing the power 
absorbed (Figure II. 34). 
 
Figure II. 34 Evolution of the Skin depth in function of the temperature for different metals [117] 
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The heating mechanisms are typically active while MW processing magnetic materials such as 
iron, nickel, and cobalt. These materials are affected by an electric field and a magnetic field at the 
same time. The electric field imparts motion to free electrons, whereas the magnetic field affects the 
electron spin, the domains wall and the orientation of domains [118].  
  
Figure II. 35 Dissipation of the energy brought by the microwaves by hotspots [120] 
The movement of the particles will create an energy, transformed into heating in a homogeneous 
repartition of “hot spots” (Figure II. 35). The principal problem of MW sintering is directly linked to 
the formation of these “hot spots”. It is really easy to obtain an inhomogeneous dissipation of energy 
through the material, generating temperature gradients; which will be enhanced with time [114], 
[119]. The result is a heterogeneous microstructure with some parts incompletely sintered and some 
parts getting too much sintered.  
 
Figure II. 36 Optical micrographs of two sets of ‘green’ (un-sintered) and microwave sintered powdered–metal 
parts processed at 1,200 °C for 30 minutes[124] 
It was at first considered that metal based materials cannot be processed with MW energy. The 
reason was that metallic materials reflect MW and electron clouds, leading to plasma arcs, formed at 
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the sharp edges because of the limited penetration of the MW. It was only reported of the possibility 
of MW irradiating ceramic bodies doped with a small percentage of metal powder inside, helping to 
enhance the heating rate [121]. MW sintering was then developed for hybrid heating with matrix 
metal powders and carbides [122], [123]. It was only recently, in 1999, that Roy et al. [124], obtained 
fully densified pure metal bodies composed of Fe-Cu-C and of Fe-Ni-C via MW sintering (Figure II. 
36). In a short time (30 min) they obtained dense materials that shown higher density, hardness and 
resistance to rupture. 
Finally, MW sintering can be done with different kinds of set-up. The three main ways are 
presented in Figure II. 37. The direct heating technique is used to heat materials which can be directly 
exposed to MW. In direct heating, MW easily couple with materials with heat generation inside the 
processed material. The selective heating technique is a special type of direct heating with certain 
constraints. A special tooling is used for partial exposure of material to MW. The material to be 
processed is covered with a masking material where exposure of material to MW is not required. The 
advantage of this technique is that the desired part of the material can be heated without disturbing 
the properties of the rest of the volume. In order to overcome the problems associated with direct MW 
heating, hybrid heating technique was developed. Later, this technique, also called MW hybrid 
heating, was successfully used for processing of materials which cannot be directly exposed to MW. 
A special arrangement, consisting in a susceptor (MW absorber) and masking materials, is required 
in this technique. Heating is completed with the temperature transmission between the susceptor and 
the non-microwave absorbing material.  
 
Figure II. 37 Types of microwave heating (a) direct heating, (b) selective heating and (c) hybrid heating [125]
 
II.7 Partial remarks 
This part first introduces the Inconel 718 as a material intensively used for components needed in 
extreme conditions, both in corrosive and hot atmosphere. In order to resist at these conditions, the 
thermal treatment of the material plays an important role. It is really sensitive to the temperatures and 
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the heating rates, as it needs specific sintering conditions in order to maximize the γ’’ phase content 
while avoiding the Laves and δ phases, detrimental to the mechanical performances of the final part. 
On top of sintering, it is also important to apply a long thermal treatment in order to homogenize the 
material. In order to have a good idea of the performances of the material, it will be important to 
perform and optimize the sintering conditions and the thermal treatment. 
Secondly, the feedstock also influences the sintering wellbeing. If the mixing of the feedstock and 
its injection are not done correctly, the green part will not fulfil the conditions for a correct debinding 
and sintering, impacting the final part and its mechanical performances. So the feedstock parameters, 
such as the binder chosen and the powder loading rate have to be controlled. Debinding also directly 
impacts the sintering, as it will rise the carbon content of the component if not done properly, and can 
also disorganize the powder organization if it is too brutal. It is in general made step by step, by using 
solvent extraction followed by a thermal degradation of the polymers.  
A third part introduced the mechanism of sintering, which will be influenced by the powder 
morphology, the atmosphere and the way of heating the material. Inconel 718, in the MIM process, 
was sintered and researched, giving us a range of parameters for the experiments to come, but as the 
final temperature and dwell time is not clearly set between the results published, it needs to be more 
investigated. 
The last two parts introduced innovative methods for the debinding and the sintering of powder 
compacts. The supercritical debinding displays great possibilities, as it is possible to obtain a good 
debinding of a selective choice of polymers, in a short time. Moreover, it is a way that could be 
considered less impacting on the environment, as it doesn’t leave any solvent waste.  
The two selected process of the project, the MW and FAHP sintering show improvement of the 
material properties in a short time by introducing new microstructures. They both have to be done in 
special conditions, such as the application of pressure or the use of a susceptor, thus implying an 
adaptation to the MIM process. 
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III METHODS AND MATERIALS: RAW MATERIALS AND 
BULK MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter introduces the raw materials used for the elaboration of Inconel 718 MIM 
components. The goal of this chapter is to present the characterization of the raw materials used in 
the composition of the feedstocks and the different methods used to characterize the bulk material 
after the debinding and the sintering steps in order to control the quality of the components produced. 
The Inconel 718 powder was commercially purchased at Sandvik Osprey Company with a D90 
below 32 µm, obtained via gas atomization. A second powder was used for the feedstock elaboration 
with a flake shape and a finer particle size. The binders were developed and optimized by previous 
thesis in FEMTO-ST and UC3M [1]–[3]. They are both PEG based binders thanks to the high 
solubility of the polymer into water. The PEG is also one of the polymer exhibiting compatibility 
with the supercritical state of the CO2. All of the raw materials were characterized in order to prepare 
the mixing of the feedstocks and the processing of the MIM components. 
The second parts of the chapter is devoted to the bulk material characterization, right after the 
injection step until the final thermal treatment step. The MIM process main interest is the repeatability 
of the component elaboration. Most of the work will concern the effects of the new processing 
methods on the final component. The control of the dimensions along the general aspect of the 
component, the density and the hardness are the first parameters measured in order to confirm if the 
component is valid. The next step is the metallographic and the mechanical analysis of the 
components. In order to perform these analysis, the microscopy techniques, the nano-identation and 
the micro-tensile strength tests were selected. 
III.1 Raw materials selection  
During this work, two Inconel 718 powders were used in order to elaborate MIM components 
(Table III. 1). The first one is a commercial powder provided by Sandvik Osprey with a D90 of 27.4 
µm with a spherical morphology, this powder will be referenced as Inconel 718 S. This powder was 
chosen by the ProPIM industrial members. The second one was a part of the commercial powder ball 
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milled by Uvr-fia during 13 hours. The idea was to reduce the particle size in order to study the 
influence of a finer powder on the behaviour of the feedstock during the debinding and the sintering 
steps. The obtained powder is now in a flake shape instead of its spherical morphology. The supplier 
measured of d90 of 18.1 and also measured a Sauber diameter of 2.89 µm. The received powder was 
sieved below 12 µm in order to take away most of the larger flakes. It will be referenced as Inconel 
718 M. 
Table III. 1 Data on the powders provided by the suppliers 
Powder  supplier D90 (µm) 
specific surface 
(m2/g) 
ρ 
(g.cm3) 
morphology 
Inconel 718 S Osprey 27.4 N/A 8.25 spherical 
Inconel 718 M Uvr-fia 18.1 0.26 8.12 flake 
The properties of the CAB are dependent of the percentage of the side groups, and during the thesis 
of Javier Hidalgo [1] the CAB381-0.1 shows the most interesting results during the solvent debinding 
and the rheology of the binder was allowing the injection of components composed with an Invar 36 
alloy with a D90 of 12 µm. The PP670 KH is used as an element of a binder also developed during a 
thesis by Dimitri Claudel [4] for different powder particle size and the effect on the rheological 
behaviour. The PEG 20 K having a high Mn of 20000 was chosen for the binders formulations as the 
solubility in water, the thermal properties and the viscosity are more interesting for the MIM [5]-[6]. 
The stearic acid is commonly used as a surfactant in the powder industry and is also used for this 
important role for the homogeneity of the feedstock into both of the binders [7]. 
Table III. 2 Data on the polymers provided by the supplier 
Polymers supplier Mn ρ (g.cm3) Tg (°C) Tm (°C) 
CAB 381-0.1 Eastman 20000 1.2 123 155-165 
PP 670 KH Sabic N/A 0.9 N/A N/A 
PEG 20 K Fluka 20000 1.22 N/A 60-70 
SA Merck kGaA N/a 0.84 N/A 68-70 
III.2  Powders characterization 
III.2.1 Morphology of the powders 
The morphology of the powders was checked by using both OM and SEM. They were coated with 
a resin and polished in order to be able to observe the intern porosity of the particles and to facilitate 
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the dimension measurement. The SEM analysis was performed on the powder thanks to a conductive 
carbon tape.  
The commercial powder shows a good spherical shape and with no intern porosities of the particles 
(Figure III. 1). The mean size measured of the particles on the pictures is of 18.75±7.8 µm. It shows 
a mix between particles with a diameter around 20 µm surrounded by much smaller one with a 
diameter under 10 µm. The SEM image shows a neat surface, without irregularities. The only 
comment that can be done on the powder is the presence of small particles agglomerated to bigger 
one, which is happening often in the case of gas atomization [8]. This phenomenon happens during 
the projection of the melted particles, which are colluding and are cooling down connected together. 
Thus the spherical shape becomes less neat as planned. 
   
Figure III. 1 OM images and SEM image of the commercial powder (Inconel 718 S) 
The milled powder images are given in Figure III. 2. The morphology was completely modified 
after the ball milling, shows more an irregular flake shape instead of the spherical one, which is not 
the most adequate during feedstock elaboration. Some of the particles also have cracks in the centre. 
They can be created during the shocks between the milling balls and the particles or by the forced 
connection between two or more particles. The particle size measured may be less meaningful as the 
morphology is not uniform in all the directions. The thickness of the flakes is under 5 µm and the 
largest particles are around 15 µm. 
  
Figure III. 2 OM images (above) and SEM image (below) of the milled powder (Inconel 718 M) 
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III.2.2 Laser Granulometry  
Particle size distribution may be measured by laser granulometry. This method is able to estimate 
particle size between 0.01 and 3000 µm, by estimating the dimensions of their diameter via the 
theories of Mie scattering and Fraunhofer diffraction. The method is a fast way to obtain a 
granulometric distribution on a small quantity of powder. The analysis can be done via a dry way or 
via a liquid way. The liquid way decreases the chances of agglomeration of the powder during the 
test and has to be considered in first. The measurement is obtained by observing the interaction 
between an incident laser beam and a particle group, giving a diffraction shadow of the particle 
(Figure III. 3). 
 According to Fraunhofer diffraction theory, the intensity of the diffracted light and the diffraction 
angle are both function of the particle size [9]. The smaller the particle is, the biggest is the diffraction 
angle. For particles lower than 100 µm, the Mie scattering theory is more precise [10], which is our 
case. The granulometric distribution is obtained via images treatment, by converting treatment signal 
converted with algorithms into a diffraction equivalent diameter. It is leading to a number of particles 
attributed to a size range, and finally a size distribution. This method can only be applied to specific 
conditions: the particles must be spherical, non-porous, opaque, and not agglomerated and finally 
diffract the light in the same way, whatever the particle size. Hence, this method can only be applied 
to the commercial powder, as the milled powder is not spherical. 
 
Figure III. 3 Typical set up of a laser granulometer [11] 
The powder is introduced in a water circuit, introducing the mix inside a glass cell lit by a laser 
beam with a wavelength between 33 and 466 nm for a measurement precision of 0.1%. The powder 
was tested after homogenizing the content of the box and done three times, in order to obtain a 
representative result of the powder size distribution. 
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III.2.3 Specific surface analysis 
Analysis of the specific surface corresponds to the measurement of the physisorption of nitrogen 
by the powder. The measurement is obtained via an ASAP 2020 Micrometrics equipment. Samples 
are weighed and put inside analysis glass tubes. The tube is then placed into a gas extraction unit were 
the temperature will be progressively raised under vacuum until reaching 90 °C at a heating rate of 
10 °C/min. After a dwell time of one hour, the temperature is raised to 350 °C at the same rate. It is 
maintained during four hours and is cooled down. This step is made in order to get rid of the absorbed 
gas by the powder before the introduction inside the tube. 
 The tube is then transferred into the analysing unit, maintained at a temperature of -200 °C with 
liquid nitrogen. An inert gas is then little by little inserted with a precise control. These gas injections 
will be absorbed at the surface of the powder, and finally to a uniform layer of gas.  The gas volume 
needed to fill all the porosities is leading to the specific surface. It is obtained by the interpretation of 
the measures via the model of Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET)[13]. The diameter with the 
equation (3) simplified into equation (4) with the supposition of having a spherical particle and the 
same particle size. 
𝑆𝑠 =
4𝜋(
𝐷
2
)
2
(
4
3
)𝜋(
𝐷
2
)
3 
𝜌
   (3) 
 
𝐷 =  
6
𝑆𝑠 𝜌
   (4) 
Table III. 4 Specific surface measured on Inconel 718 spherical and flake shape powders and calculated diameters  
Sample Specific surface (m²/g) DBET (µm) 
Inconel 718 S 0.0679 ± 0.0023 10.78 
Inconel 718 M 0.3748 ± 0.0011 1.95 
The specific surface can be used as an indicator for the feedstock elaboration. In the thesis of  
Bricout [14], it was shown that the more specific surface is important, the more the powder shows 
potential for segregation during the mixing. Hence, if the powder agglomerates, the maximum 
quantity of powder that can be introduced inside the polymeric binder is reduced. In the case of the 
powders, the measured specific surface gives a particle diameter shown in Table III. 4. These values 
supports the ones measured during the microscope observations. The diameter obtained for Inconel 
718 S of 10.78 µm is between the D50 and the D90 previously measured. In the case of the milled 
powder, the specific surface has decreased of half compared to the starting material. Once again, the 
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The milled powder is difficult to conclude on, as it has a flake shape. The particle size distribution 
was lowered, and shows a less cohesive behaviour than the spherical powder. Nevertheless, the black 
point of the process is the loss of the spherical that could have a huge impact on the injection, as it 
will perturb the injection flow and will lower the maximum powder loading. However, it is interesting 
to compare the difference of behaviour while using the supercritical debinding method. 
III.3 Binders characterization 
The composition and the characteristics of the binder is of outmost importance in order to assure 
the homogeneity of the component during the injection. It also has to be easily eliminated smoothly 
during the debinding, leaving the system without damaging the shape and leaving too much residues 
after complete degradation. Two binders were used during this work and are presented in Table III. 
5. They are both composed of PEG and SA, the difference being the primary binder. The first one 
was developed with PP (Binder A) and the second one with CAB (Binder B).  
Table III. 5 Composition of the binders A and B  
Binder A PP 670 KH PEG 20K SA 
Vol. fraction 
(%) 
40 55 5 
 
Binder B CAB 30K PEG 4K PEG 20K SA PTZ 
Vol. 
fraction (%) 
30 50.30 16.75 2.5 0.5 
 
The Binder A is a conventional binder in MIM process for manufacturing components with micro 
details [22]. It was also recently used for realizing aeronautic parts with intermetallic material for two 
thesis [4], [23]. The binder B was also developed during two thesis [1], [2] with fine ceramic powders 
and Invar 36 alloy. The binder B has phenothiazine (PTZ) in its composition, in order to avoid thermal 
degradation of the CAB properties during the mixing. Both of the binders were optimized in term of 
rheological behaviour during mixing and injection steps and the solvent extraction and thermal 
degradation were also successfully performed. 
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III.3.1 Thermal properties characterization 
The thermal properties of the polymers composing the binders are important in order to set up the 
conditions of mixing, injecting and debinding. The use of the good temperatures will help to avoid 
degrading the polymers, hence modifying the chemical and mechanical properties of the binder which 
could lead to defects inside the component. They were determined by analysing differential scanning 
calorimetry curves. The temperatures for mixing and injection should be found between the fusion 
and the degradation temperatures and the debinding temperatures above the degradation temperature. 
As the mixing of the polymers together may bring chemical modifications, the debinding temperature 
will have to be checked again after the mixing of the feedstock. 
Table III. 6 Temperatures of fusion and degradation of the polymers 
Materials PP CAB PEG 20K PEG 4K SA 
Fusion 
Temperature 
(°C) 
155 ± 2 158 ± 1 67 ± 2 56 ± 2 68 ± 2 
Degradation 
Temperature 
(°C) 
355 ± 1 362 ±2 350 ± 1 274 ± 3 181 ± 1 
 
In accordance with the results of Table III. 6, the mixing and injection temperatures of Binder A 
have to be between 155 and 180°C, and between 160 and 180°C for Binder B. As most of the PEG 
will be extracted by solvent debinding, the debinding temperature will be dependent of the 
degradation temperature of the primary binders CAB and PP, hence it will be tested above 355 °C for 
Binder A and 362 °C for Binder B. 
III.3.2 Rheology of the binders  
The rheology tests were realised with both rotating and capillary rheometers at a set temperature 
of 180°C, above the melting temperatures of the different polymers. The tests were performed in a 
permanent regime for a shear rate going from 0.01 s-1 to 200 000 s-1 by combining the two equipment 
(Figure III. 9). This will help to cover the shear rates met during both the mixing and the injection 
steps. It is found that all of the polymers displays a typical pseudo plastic behaviour at low shear rate, 
followed by the shear thinning at high shear rate, similar to most of thermoplastic polymers. The 
difference between the two primary binders is the shear rate around 100 s-1, corresponding to the 
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Table III. 7 Technical specifications of the Arburg 220S 
Clamping force 20 kN 
Injection volume 3 to 12 cm2 
Screw diameter 15 mm 
Screw length 600 mm 
Injection speed (max) 366 mm/s 
Injection temperature (max) 400°C 
Injection pressure (max) 250 MPa 
Injection flow (max) 22 cm3/s 
 
The water soluble PEG is debinded by immerging the components into deionized water, heated 
and stirred. The temperature can vary from room temperature to 80 °C in order to get rid of the PEG. 
The temperature of the solvent is important as the PEG is easier to remove when it is in a molten state 
[24]. The thermal debinding can be done in a debinding oven, under argon atmosphere and continuous 
flow in order to take out the residues from the degradation of the polymers. The sintering is done in 
a controlled argon atmosphere in order to reach the sintering temperatures of the Inconel 718 while 
avoiding pollution of the microstructure by the atmosphere. These two steps are also performed inside 
a Setaram Setsys evolution 2400, in a dilatometer mode, in order to follow the shrinkage of the 
components during the sintering. 
At the end of each steps, the feedstocks and the components are evaluated in terms of mass, 
geometry or surface quality. The surface of the samples is also controlled by the use of roughness 
measurements. They are performed with a microscope combined with an Alicona Infinite Focus 
equipment in order to obtain a 3D profile of the samples. The same methodology of characterization 
of the components is performed for the new debinding and sintering methods. These equipment will 
be further introduced in the next chapters. The three equipment and methodology is developed during 
the tests, thus it is easier to describe them along the optimization process. 
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III.5 Bulk material characterization 
It is only possible to affirm that the mixing, the injection, the debinding and the sintering 
parameters are optimized if the MIM components are respecting the needed specifications in terms 
of shape, geometry, microstructure and mechanical properties. This part describes the methodology 
used to analyse the consolidated components and the preparations methods in order to perform these 
analyses.   
III.5.1 Microscopy  
The polishing of the samples was prepared by standard metallographic techniques, by grinding 
under water the samples with silicon carbide sand paper and gradually rising the paper grade from 
180 to 2400. The surface is getting a mirror finishing via the use of micrometrics alumina particles, 
allowing the observation by microscopy of the final microstructure of the samples.   
Electro-polishing (EP) on a metallic component is also carried out on some samples by polarizing 
the bulk material while it is in polished with an acid. The commonly used solutions for EP are 
composed of one or more concentrated acids, such as perchloric, sulfuric, phosphoric and acetic acids 
[25]. In our case the polished surfaces were electrolytically etched at 4.5V during 10 seconds in a 5% 
aqueous sulphuric acid solution which preferentially etches the precipitates [26], helping to reveal the 
grain joints and the niobium phases at the surface as seen on Figure III. 11. 
 
Figure III. 11 SEM images of a sintered Inconel 718 MIM component taken before and after EP 
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Light optical microscopy (LOM) was used for the microstructure evaluation of the injected and 
metallic materials evaluated during this work. Microstructure and porosity features can be evaluated 
with LOM in the case of Inconel 718 thanks to the grinding and the polishing. It asssures that the 
porosities of the material are properly opened. To reveal the position of the different Niobium phases, 
the electro-polishing will help to reveal these details. 
Scanning electron microscopes (SEM) has also been employed for a more detailed microstructure 
evaluation. By using the excitation of a tungsten filament at vacuum conditions and an accelerating 
voltage around 20 kV, an electron beam is created and focused on the surface of the material. The 
interaction of the beam with the material will release three different signals collected by detectors 
inside the equipment, which will be used to create magnified image. There are two different modes 
possible, a backscattering electrons mode will help to reveal compositional contrast as well as the 
different phases. The secondary electron mode allows distinguish the topographic details, helping in 
finding possible porosities or cracks. 
 The equipment has also a chemical analysis system with an energy disperse spectroscopy probe 
(EDX), allowing to perform semi-quantitative elements analysis. They informs on the quantity 
percentage of the chemical elements found on a given zone of the observed surface. The relevance of 
the information given by this test depends of the depth of the beam when reaching the elements 
presents inside the designated zone. 
Finally, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) uses the same kind of interaction between an 
electron beam and the material. The difference is first in a more powerful the beam being in general 
accelerated with a voltage between 100 and 300 kV. The second difference is that the material has to 
be of a thickness under 100 nm in order to let the beam go through the sample. An image is formed 
from the interaction of the electrons with the sample as the beam is transmitted through the specimen 
which is then magnified and focused onto an imaging device in order to observe at a magnitude high 
enough to distinguish the atoms inside the material. 
 It was performed in order to identify the phases created inside the material. The blade was 
prepared inside a SEM by milling the material with a focused ion beam (FIB) by following the 
standard preparation [27]. Once the membrane is prepared (Figure III. 12), it is then mounted on a 
grid allowing the transfer of the sample into the TEM equipment. 
The TEM observations were performed by following the methods described in A. Niang et al [28]. 
It is explained that the δ, γ’ and γ’’ phases are commonly observed with epitaxial relations with the 
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In order to confirm the viability of the methods developed in this work, different mechanical 
characterizations were applied to the materials in order to compare with the specifications asked by 
the industrial partners. This part will introduce the methodologies of the tests employed. A Kammrath 
and Weiss micro-mechanical testing stage with a load cell of 1 kN (Figure III. 14) was used to perform 
micro tensile strength tests at room temperature. The data is collected directly from the cross head 
displacement without any extensometers. Thus there is a probability of errors in strain measurements 
[31]. Experiments were also performed inside a SEM in order to observe in-situ, during the test, the 
behaviour of the material and microstructural changes. It was also possible to obtain fracture images 
once the material broke in order to conclude on the strain mechanism involved in the fracture type. 
As the loading cell of 1 kN of the micro-tensile strength test equipment was sometimes not enough 
to reach the rupture of the material, some tests were also performed on a MTS Criterion Model 45 
tensile test equipment. It was possible to observe the elongation of the samples by using a video 
camera fixed in front of the samples. 
 
Figure III. 14 Tensile strength test and micro-tensile strength test equipment 
III.5.3 Hardness characterization 
For the evaluation of the hardness, micro-hardness expressed in Vickers (HV) standard was 
selected and was measured while following the ASTM E384 standard [32]. They were obtained with 
a HVS-1000 tester. The tests are done the same as a standard Vickers test, but at a microscopic scale. 
A load of 1.0 N was applied during 10 seconds in order to obtain a good footprint on the material.  
The footprint diagonals are measured in order to get the footprint area. Then the applied force divided 
by this value gives the hardness in HV of the zone tested. In order to confirm the homogeneity of the 
component, the indentation is repeated between 3 and 5 times, depending of the standard deviation 
of the results, in different zones between its centre and its extremity (Figure III. 15).  
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Figure III. 15 Example of Vickers footprint obtained on Inconel 718 samples 
III.5.4 Nano-indentation test 
The nano-identation method was developed to measure the hardness and elastic modulus of a 
material from indentation load–displacement data obtained during one cycle of loading and 
unloading. In our case, it was developed with a triangular pyramid. The load placed on the indenter 
tip is increased as the tip penetrates further into the specimen and soon reaches a user-defined value. 
By realizing multiple nano-indentation in a chosen zone, it is even possible to realize a mapping of 
the distribution of the hardness and the Young modulus. A schematic representation of a typical data 
set obtained with a Berkovich indenter is presented in Figure III. 16. The parameter P designates the 
load and h the displacement relative to the initial un-deformed surface.  
 
Figure III. 16 Schematic illustration of indentation load–displacement data showing important measured 
parameters[33] 
The area A (hc) of the residual indentation in the sample is measured on the indentation print after 
the indentation. The most usual methodology for extraction of the projected contact area developed 
by Oliver & Pharr [33], where ε is a parameter approximately equal to 0.75 for a Berkovich indenter 
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and S is the is the unloading contact stiffness at maximum depth (Eq. 2). This value generally includes 
a contribution from both the material being tested and the response of the test device itself. 
ℎ𝑐 = ℎ𝑚𝑎𝑥 −  𝜀 
𝑃
𝑆
       (1) 𝑆 =
𝑑𝑃
𝑑ℎ
   (2) 
The hardness is defined at the maximum load Pmax. The value of H is obtained by dividing this 
maximum load by the residual indentation area (Eq. 3). The slope of the curve dP/dh, upon unloading, 
is indicative of the stiffness S of the contact which can be used to calculate the reduced Young's 
modulus Eeff (Eq. 4), where β is equal to 1.034 for a Berkovich indentation. This parameter takes into 
account the lack of symmetry of this type of indenter [34]. 
H=
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝐴(ℎ𝑐)
   (3) 𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓 =  
1
𝛽
 
√𝜋
2
 
𝑆
√𝐴(ℎ𝑐)
   (4) 
III.6 Partial remarks  
This part introduced the raw materials that are used during this work as well as their morphologies. 
The first one is a spherical powder designated Inconel 718 S that will be easy to use in the elaboration 
of a feedstock. The second powder is a flake shaped powder designated Inconel 718 M that shown 
difficulties during compaction and that will be more delicate during the feedstock and injection 
mixing but the permeability test nuances the previous results as this powder has a less cohesive 
behaviour, meaning that the binder will be able to wrap the particles more easily than the spherical 
powder. The two selected binders have a rheological behaviour that is adapted to the injection 
equipment. The thermal properties of the binders will allow a debinding cycle that will not perturb 
the thermal behaviour of Inconel 718. Finally, all of the equipment and standard methods used to 
elaborate and characterize the components during this work are presented. They will help to 
understand the effect of the new methods introduced in this project. The effects on the final quality 
of the MIM components, being the microstructure, the chemical modifications, the mechanical 
properties or the final appearance of the component can be characterized. These information will help 
to adapt both the conventional and the new debinding and sintering methods to the Inconel 718 MIM 
component behaviour. 
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IV CONVENTIONAL MIM PROCESS OF INCONEL 718 
COMPONENTS 
This part introduces the conventional MIM process for the elaboration of Inconel 718 components. 
The goal of this work is to obtain information on the behaviour of the components during the water 
solvent debinding and the furnace sintering steps as well as their characteristics after both treatments.  
In the first part the feedstock elaboration is presented, using two binders based on CAB and PP as 
well as two different morphologies of powders. The first step of the elaboration is to optimize the 
maximum powder loading volume of the binder. The second step is to optimize the mixing parameters 
which are the temperature and the time of the cycle. The second part is to check the homogeneity of 
the feedstocks via thermal analysis. 
The second part introduces the rheological behaviour and the injection moulding of the 
components. The injection conditions of the two different shape of component and the optimization 
of the injection conditions as function of the feedstocks. 
The third part determines the effects of solvent and thermal debinding and their influence on the 
MIM component. The solvent debinding characterizations will be compared to the one obtained after 
performing the supercritical fluid debinding. The three points that will be important to observe are 
the efficiency of the debinding cycles of the PEG, the debinding rate and the deformations that the 
water will bring to the component. The thermal debinding has to be optimized according to the 
thermal characterization of the binders. It is necessary to optimize this step in order to obtain the best 
debinding rate while avoiding the apparition of defects on the component. The residual compounds 
after thermal degradation have to be kept at a lower level possible. 
The last part is focused on the sintering and the thermal treatment applied to the Inconel 718 
powder. The sintering parameters are optimized since the development of the material [1], [2]. 
However, the properties of the components shown in the literature where made with different 
feedstocks and different furnaces. Hence, the furnace sintering is necessary in order to obtain data on 
the material with our feedstocks. It will also help to understand and compare the behaviour of the 
material when it will be sintered with FAHP and microwave sintering methods. 
The main difficulty of this work is that all of the steps of the MIM process needs to be optimized 
in order to avoid future problems or defects with the components at the next steps. In order to 
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complete each steps optimization, the components are characterized via their deformation, density, 
roughness, and microstructure. 
IV.1 Feedstock elaboration 
IV.1.1 Mixing and Torque measurement 
Torque curve evolution (torque rheology) is one of the main characteristics to be determined to 
optimize the mixing of the binder with the powder. The torque represents the momentum that is 
exerted upon the rotors to displace the feedstock during the blending process. It is expressed in N.m 
and is proportional to the feedstock viscosity and is dependent of the temperature, the shape and the 
rotation speed of the rotors. In the case of a melted feedstock, the viscosity is influenced by the binder 
viscosity and the characteristics of the powder such as the morphology and the specific surface. 
Hence, the powder loading volume, expressed in mass fraction (wt.) %, impacts on the torque 
rheology and on its stability [3]. 
The torque rheology shows how the different elements of the feedstock are behaving during the 
mixing and the difficulty for the system to reach equilibrium. Thus, this method  provides a good idea 
of the homogeneity of the feedstock [4], [5]. By monitoring the torque rheology, it is possible to 
search for the best experimental processing parameters and the optimal and critical powder loading 
volume [6].  
In order to obtain the critical powder loading, a test is performed by introducing in the mixer a 
determined quantity of binder then the powder on an incremental basis [7]. If the torque rate is 
stabilized after the introduction of the elements of the feedstocks inside the mixing chamber, it is a 
sign of a homogeneous repartition between the powder and the thermoplastic polymer. On the 
contrary, when the torque rate is unstable, that means that the powder loading has passed a critical 
value. If a feedstock is prepared with a powder loading volume superior at this value, the homogeneity 
will be not assured on the totality of the prepared volume. Hence, a lot of the problems may occur 
during the debinding, the injection and the sintering steps. 
All of the mixing tests were performed with a rotation speed of the blades of 50 tr/min [8]. The 
temperature for mixing the feedstock A was of 175°C and 160°C for feedstock B. The mixing was 
kept at least 30 min once the torque rate was stable in order to assure the homogeneity of the 
feedstock.   
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Table IV. 2 Mixing torque obtained during the elaboration of the feedstock composed of binder A with the spherical 
powder 
Powder loading volume 
(wt. %) 
Maximum mixing torque  
(N.m) 
Final mixing torque  
(N.m) 
55 23.8 5.5 
58 27.1 7.6 
62 29.4 8.7 
IV.1.2 Thermal characterization 
The thermal characterization was performed on the elbaorated feedstock in order to determine if 
the quantity of polymer present in the feedstock is corresponding to the one introduced during the 
mixing and shown in Figure IV. 3. It can also be used to determine the temperature when the polymer 
part in the feedstock is degraded and help to determine the thermal debinding temperatures. The tests 
were performed from 20 to 600 °C at a heating rate of 2 °C/min under argon atmosphere. Table IV. 
3 shows the maximum weight loss observed for each feedstocks. It appears there is no significant 
difference between the introduction of the polymer during the mixing and the obtained feedstocks.  
 
Figure IV. 3 TGA results on the prepared feedstocks from 0 to 600 °C at 2 °C/min in argon atmosphere 
Regarding the DSC curves of the feedstocks prepared with binder A and B, a difference of the 
behaviour of the degradation can be noted. On one hand, it appears that binder A is degraded at two 
different temperatures, as observed on the TGA curves. On the other hand, the degradation peaks of 
the CAB and the PEG are displaced for binder B. It seems that the two peaks have merged together, 
which could be explained by a better interaction between the CAB and the PEG molecular bonds 
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[10]-[11]. This better compatibility between the two polymers may have an effect on the debinding 
step of the injected feedstock. In the case of Binder A, a temperature of around 480 °C has to be 
reached din order to degrade all of the polymer present inside the feedstock instead of around 400 °C 
for binder B. The thermal debinding temperatures will be adapted with these two values. 
Table IV. 3 Weight loss of the feedstocks after TGA from 0 to 600 °C under argon atmosphere 
Feedstock 
Polymer mass ratio 
inside the feedstock 
(wt.) % 
Weight loss (%) 
Binder A + In718 S 62 % 7.38 7.25 
Binder A + In718 S 70 % 5.27 5.19 
Binder B + In718 S 62 % 8.35 8.1 
Binder A + In718 M 55 % 9.6 9.7 
The powder loading volumes of the different feedstocks was decided thanks to the study of the 
mixing torque. It appears that the binder A can be used with a high powder loading volume without 
impacting the homogeneity of the feedstock. Thus, two feedstocks were prepared with a powder 
volume of 62 and 71 (wt.) %. The binder B powder critical volume was less important and only one 
feedstock was prepared with a powder volume of 62 (wt.) %. The use of the spherical commercial 
powder allowed a smooth mixing with a low torque rate. The thermal behaviour of the two binders 
was also investigated and the degradation temperatures found ion the TGA analysis will help during 
the thermal debinding step. 
On the other hand, the mixing of the milled powder was more difficult, with a low powder critical 
volume and high mixing torque rates. Thus, the chosen powder volume is 55 (wt.) % for the feedstock 
elaboration. Its thermal behaviour doesn’t seem to be impacted as shown on the TGA curves as it is 
degrading completely at the same temperatures and with the same behaviour. The results of the weight 
loss are also close to the one expected, meaning that the thermal debinding can be performed with the 
same parameters. If the component is debinding properly, the carbon residue level inside the 
component should be of the same level as for the spherical powder. 
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IV.2 Feedstock injection 
IV.2.1 Feedstock rheology 
In order to avoid the damage of the tools and the injection equipment, it is important to check the 
rheological behaviour of the feedstocks. The tests are made with a capillary rheometer at 180 °C and 
the results are shown in Figure IV. 4. All of the feedstocks have a shear viscosity below 50 Pa.s, 
which is assumed to be injected into a MIM component. They have a pseudo-plastic behaviour as the 
shear viscosity is decreasing with the shear rate. 
 The feedstock composed of the milled powder and the binder A seems to be the one with the 
highest viscosity, which could be expected from the powder rheology and the mixing rheology. The 
shear viscosity is also slightly rising with the shear rate, meaning that during the test, there was a 
packing of the particles inside the channel. It can also be noted, in the case of the feedstock composed 
of binder A and the spherical powder, that the powder loading has low influence on the shear viscosity 
as they are far from the critical powder loading rate. However, the binder B presents a gap between 
the 62 and 71 (wt.) % powder loading rates. The critical powder loading rate of the two binders could 
explain this difference, as it is reached in the case of binder B. 
 
Figure IV. 4 Shear viscosity vs Shear rate of the prepared feedstock at 180 °C with a shear die channel of 1 mm and 16 
mm length 
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IV.2.2 Injection conditions 
The injection of the different elaborated feedstocks was performed in order to obtain for each 
different compositions cylinders of 10 of diameter and 35 mm of height. The feedstock with the binder 
B was also injected into bars in order to work with larger test specimens. The cylinder geometry was 
chosen because of the restrictions of the dilatometer and of the FAHP sintering equipment. The bars 
are used in the conventional, the FAHP and the MW sintering steps.  
 
Injection 
temperature 
(°C) 
Injection 
pressure 
 (MPa) 
Injected volume 
for cylinders 
(cm3) 
Injected volume 
for bars 
 (cm3) 
Binder A + In718 
S 62 % 
175 180 4.8 - 
Binder A + In718 
S 70 % 
175 180 4.5 - 
Binder B + In718 
S 62 % 
160 180 4.8 7.8 
Binder A + In718 
M 55 % 
175 220 5.2 - 
The injection parameters were obtained to determine the injection volume. It was first set at a low 
volume in order to fill partially the mould. Then it was increased until fully filling the cavity of the 
mould. From this point, the injection pressure and injected volume were optimized. The injected 
components were weighed until reaching a maximum and reproducible mass, in order to assure the 
complete filling of the cavity of the mould and limiting the presence of voids inside the components. 
For each feedstocks, there no particular difficulties to obtain injected components, even in the case 
of the milled powder, thanks to the low powder loading volume. 
IV.2.3 Thermal characterization 
The injected components were characterized by TGA from 0 to 600 °C at 2 °C/min under argon 
atmosphere. The objective was the same as for the feedstock, which is to check the homogeneity 
between the powder and the binder inside the component and to check if the thermal degradation 
temperatures are the same as the one observed before the injection. In the case of the cylinder, the 
surface and the centre of the component were tested. In comparison, there were three tests performed 
for the bar, at the start to the furthest from the injection point and one in the middle. The results are 
shown on Figure IV. 5. In the case of the bar, the three tests are almost mixed up, meaning that the 
feedstock is well injected. In the case of the cylinders, there is a 0.41 % difference of weight loss 
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between the surface and the centre of the cylinder. That difference could be explained by the absence 
of temperature control around the mould cavity. As the temperature difference between the mould 
and the injected feedstock is quite large, the cooling time will be different. Thus, a skin effect is 
formed around the component [12], which could cause problems during the debinding and sintering 
steps. 
                 
Figure IV. 5 TGA results for the injected components. Left side is the cylinder composed of Binder A + Inconel S 
718 62 %, right side is the bar composed of Binder B + Inconel S 718 62 % 
IV.3 Solvent and thermal debinding 
IV.3.1 Water solvent debinding 
The water debinding was performed with deionised water stirred with a magnetic barrel and a 
fixed temperature during the tests. The tests were performed with the cylinder geometry. The 
components were immerged at different times and temperatures in order to obtain the fastest 
debinding rate without damaging the component. The component immerged were dried at 50°C 
during 12 hours then weighed. The Figure IV. 7 and the Figure IV. 6 shows the results for the 
debinding of the different injected components in function of the time and the temperature.  
The feedstock composed of binder B display a slower debinding rate of the PEG than for binder 
A. However, they both need at least 72 hours in order to reach the complete removal of the PEG. The 
feedstock composed of binder A + Inconel 718 M 55 % loses a lot of weight in the early beginning, 
which could be explained by a much bigger volume of PEG present inside of it. 
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Figure IV. 6 Water debinding of the feedstocks at 30 °C in function of the time 
In the case of the binder A + Inconel M 718 55 %, if the temperature is higher than 30 °C, the 
component loses more weight than the PEG quantity, meaning it loses another component. As the 
other polymers present in the feedstock are not water soluble, it can be assumed that a bit of powder 
is taken out of the component. For the three other feedstocks, complete removal of the PEG is not 
reached as around 2 % of PEG remaining inside the component. Hence, it is necessary to adapt the 
thermal debinding cycle in order to degrade all of the remaining PEG while avoiding defects of the 
component. 
 
Figure IV. 7 Water debinding of the feedstocks prepared during 72 hours in function of the temperature 
IV.3.2 Thermal debinding  
The thermal debinding goal is to degrade the CAB and the PP while leaving the less carbon residue 
as possible. As seen in the polymer characterization part, the CAB degradation temperature is around 
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the 362 °C and the one of the PP is around 355 °C. In order to assure the complete removal of the 
binder, the cycle applied was to apply first a temperature of 350 °C during 2 hours then a temperature 
of 500 °C during 1 hour into argon atmosphere. The debinding rate was set at 1 °C/min in order to 
avoid the creation of an overpressure inside the component during the degradation of the polymer 
into a gas. After applying this cycle to the feedstocks, no damage of the components was observed. 
There was a light shrinkage observed around 150 °C. The shrinkage could be explained by the 
pressure applied on the component by the sensor, and a small collapse of the component under its 
own weight once the melting temperature of the component is reached. 
 
Figure IV. 8 Shrinkage vs time during a debinding cycle from 0 to 600°C at 1 °C /min of binder A +Inconel 718 S 
62 % 
 
Figure IV. 9 TGA results after performing a thermal debinding cycle on a component binder A 
+Inconel 718 S 62 % 
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The Figure IV. 9 shows the results of a TGA analysis performed under argon atmosphere at 5 
°C/min on the fully debinded component. It displays a weight loss of around 0.016%. In the paper of 
Tsuno et al [13], it was found that it needed to have a carbon content of 0.1 (wt.) % inside their Inconel 
718 component at the end of MIM process to lower the fatigue life. They concluded that it was only 
at this level of carbon pollution that the carbides were impacting significantly the γ’’ precipitation. In 
our case, the level of carbon content found in the component should not impact the microstructure 
and the mechanical performances.  
IV.4 Sintering of the MIM components 
IV.4.1 Optimization of the sintering parameters 
As seen in the literature [14], the sintering parameters of Inconel 718 have to be optimized in order 
to promote the γ’’ phase. Moreover, in the case of the MIM process, it is also dependent of the selected 
feedstock and its powder loading. Hence, the sintering cycle parameters such as the heating rate, the 
dwell time and temperature need to be investigated in order to obtain the reference characteristics of 
our material. In order to obtain them, different dilatometry tests were performed on the component 
injected with the feedstock binder A + Inconel 718 71 % after the thermal debinding. They were all 
performed with a heating rate of 5 °C/min and a cooling down of 20 °C/min by following the criteria 
of Valencia et al [15]. The two parameters needing to be optimized are the sintering temperature and 
the dwell time in order to obtain the lowest porosity while having a homogeneous microstructure. 
The shrinkage measured during dilatometry tests will show when the components complete the 
sintering mechanism and filling the porosity created during the debinding. The homogeneity of the 
hardness measurements also indicates if the microstructure is homogeneous. 
The Figure IV. 10 shows the evolution of the shrinkage of the MIM cylinder after the application 
of a sintering cycle at different temperature maintained during 2 hours. It can be observed that once 
the 1200 °C is reached, the variation of length of the sample drops fast. This result confirms the 
melting temperature advanced by Knovorosky et al [16] The best shrinkage was obtained when the 
sample was sintered at 1290 °C. The sensor during the dilatometry test at 1300 °C deformed the 
sample, thus it was decided that 1290 °C was the highest temperature that can be used for the sintering 
cycle. 
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phase being formed at this temperature. Between 1275 and 1290 °C, a metallic microstructure is 
formed with a low level of porosity. From the density and the hardness measured presented in Table 
IV. 4, it is possible to obtain the best performances by using 1290 °C as sintering temperature. 
Table IV. 4 Density and hardness obtained at different sintering temperature for binder A + Inconel 718 S 71 % 
Sintering 
temperature 
Density (%) 
Hardness  
(1.0 HV) 
1000 78.2 ± 2.8 98.3 ± 25.3 
1200 81.5 ± 1.3 106 ± 8.6 
1250 85.3 ± 1.2 155 ± 4.3 
1275 96.8 ± 0.8 206 ± 5.5 
1290 97.8 ± 1.2 212 ± 3.2 
The Figure IV. 12 shows the dilatometry curves of sintering cycles performed at different dwell 
times at a heating rate of 5 °C/min and a cooling rate of 20 °C/min. From the three tests, the shrinkage 
is increased from 85.9 % of the height of the cylinder to 84.9 % by sintering with two supplementary 
hours and is not progressing anymore if the dwell time is increased again. 
 
Figure IV. 12 Dilatometry curves performed on Binder A+ Inconel 718 S 71 % at 1290 °C maintained at different 
times under argon atmosphere 
IV.4.2 Application to all of the feedstocks 
The sintering cycle of 1290 °C maintained during 4 hours was applied to the other injected 
feedstocks (Figure IV. 13). The shrinkage is increased by around 6 % between the 62 and 71 % 
powder loading rate for the components injected with the binder A. The difference in shrinkage comes 
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from the powder which occupies a lower volume and during the grain coarsening, a bigger porosity 
network need to be suppressed.  
 
Figure IV. 13 Dilatometry curves performed on the injected components at1290 °C for 2 hours and 5 °C/min under 
argon atmosphere 
The density obtained with 62 (wt.) % is of 95.2 % while it reached 99.3 % with 71 (wt.) %. This 
level of porosity did not impact the hardness measurements, meaning that the microstructure are 
similar. The difference of density between the two components is explained by cavities formed during 
sintering close to the surface of the sample as shown on Figure IV. 14. A higher powder loading rate 
seems to reduce the risks of this defect to happen.  
In the case of the component sintered with the feedstock binder B + Inconel 718 S 62 %, the 
properties obtained are close to the one obtained with binder A. The microstructure also presents no 
difference with the binder A + Inconel 718 S 71%. The two binders give dense components with a 
homogeneous microstructure and confirms the feedstock elaboration and the debinding parameters.  
Finally, the sintering of the milled powder shows good results compared to the difficulties seen 
during the mixing of the feedstock. The low powder loading content did not impact the microstructure 
as for the spherical powder as the organization of the particles inside the component is different. It is 
supposed that during the injection, a difference of orientation of the particles is happening between 
the outer surface and the centre of the component [17] 
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indicating the formation of carbides. Zone 2 is composed with most of the elements of the Inconel 
718 in the same ratio at the exception of the molybdenum. As the microstructure is not composed of 
spherical particle, the grain size was obtained by using the method of the equivalent spherical 
diameter. The mean grain size measured is of 12.35 ± 7.75 µm. 
The microstructure of the sintered component composed of the spherical powder shows the same 
kind of porosity observed on the OM images. Two phases can be observed on the image. The EDX 
performed on zone 3 shows the presence of nitrogen and a high level of titanium, which indicates the 
formation of titanium nitride. These may appear during all of the manipulation of the powder from 
the mixing to the debinding. The zone 4 is the same as zone 2, displaying the same ratio of chemical 
elements as the initial powder. There is also the presence of molybdenum that was not observed in 
the case of the milled powder, meaning that during the milling, a part of this element may have been 
lost during the process. The mean grain size measured is of 6.01 ± 5.52 µm. 
 
Figure IV. 15 SEM images of the furnace sintered at 1290 °C during 4 hours after electro-polishing of (a) binder A 
+ Inconel 718 M 55 % and (b) binder A + Inconel 718 S 62 % 
 Table IV. 6 EDX analysis of the zones marked on Figure IV. 15 
Element 
(wt.) % 
Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 
C K 5.3 0.69 - 0.2 
N K -  18.23 - 
Al K - 0.71 - - 
Nb L 1.36 5.74 14.12 3.86 
Mo L - - - 3.12 
Ti K 58.01 1.31 55.98 - 
Cr K - 19.43 - 15.21 
Fe K 10.0.1 18.91 1.56 18.51 
Ni K 35.33 53.21 10.11 59.1 
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Table IV. 8 EDX analysis of the zones marked on Figure IV. 18 
Element 
(wt.) % 
Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 
C K - 9,36 - - 
Al K - 7,8 - - 
Nb L 4,28 16,34 2,49 19,38 
Ti K 0,49 3,69 0,52 2,72 
Cr K 42,75 19,87 19,05 15,55 
Fe K 13,31 10,88 18,5 14,44 
Ni K 39,18 32,05 59,44 47,9 
IV.5 Partial remarks 
In this chapter, four feedstocks were prepared with binder A and binder B and two different powder 
morphologies. The critical powder loading rate was identified thanks to the incremental method. In 
the case of the spherical powder, the critical powder loading rate for the binder A is quite high, hence 
two feedstocks were prepared with a rate of 62 (wt.) %  in volume and of 71 (wt.) % . The first one 
is commonly used by industrials and feedstocks providers. However the capillary rheology shown 
that there is not a big difference in terms of shear viscosity under shear stress. The critical powder 
loading rate for binder B was smaller, thus only one a rate of 62 (wt.) % was chosen. Finally, in the 
case of the milled powder, the binder A was used and feedstock with a 55 (wt.) % powder loading 
rate, because of the high torque force needed to mix the feedstock.  
As the rheology shown that the four feedstocks satisfies a shear viscosity small enough for the 
injection process, they were all injected into cylinders and bars. The optimization of the injection 
parameters has assured the homogeneity of the rate powder/binder. It was also confirmed by TGA of 
the components at different zones of the components. The cylinders, as the mould temperature was 
not thermally controlled, having a small difference between the surface and the centre of the sample. 
The solvent debinding, by immerging the components into water, takes 72 hours in order to reach 
a satisfying PEG removal rate. It is an obligation to respect this time in order to apply without 
problems the thermal debinding treatment. The thermal debinding is applied at the degradation 
temperatures of the CAB and the PP during 2 hours and at 500 °C in order to remove completely the 
binder. The carbon content inside the components is low enough to avoid the formation of too much 
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carbides. The solvent and thermal debinding can be applied to all of the elaborated feedstocks without 
damaging the components.  
The fully debinded components have then to undergo the furnace sintering cycle. The parameters 
of the cycle were optimized and applied to all the feedstocks. The components obtained with 
feedstock binder A + Inconel 718 S have shown a different porosity level of the bulk components. It 
seems that a higher powder loading rate is reducing the apparition of defects at the surface of the 
material during the sintering. Finally, in the sintered components were not obtained the desired 
properties for the project, thus a thermal treatment was applied to a sintered component. The 
microstructure is clearly optimized, as the γ’’ phases are promoted inside the grains.  
At the end of the optimization of the MIM process, the components obtained displays results 
expected by the industry for this material. The Figure IV. 19 shows the time repartition of the different 
steps that were presented in this chapter. The solvent debinding is taking a lot of time to be completed, 
taking almost two third of the total processing time. The next chapter introduces a new debinding 
method in order to reduce this parameter. 
 
Figure IV. 19 Time repartition of the conventional MIM process
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V EXTRACTION OF PEG FROM INCONEL 718 MIM 
SAMPLE BY SUPERCRITICAL STATE CO2 
In accordance with the conclusions of the previous chapter, the developed binders with PEG, 
during water debinding, the time needed to obtain its complete extraction is 72 hours. The use of 
water as solvent is an answer to the replacement of the organic solvents during debinding to the 
detriment of the debinding speed rate. The debinding rate may be improved by adding an organic 
solvent to the water[1]. However, it brings the question about the treatment of the debinding water 
used in the debinding process containing feedstock residues and the organic solvent. With the 
evolution of the environmental regulations, a treatment of the water may be needed in order to get rid 
of the polymer residue. The supercritical fluid state, and particularly the CO2, is used by industry to 
perform extraction of organic elements like perfumes and aroma [2] or for cleaning mechanical parts 
[3]. This method represents an environmentally safe alternative and was recently developed to 
perform binder extraction for MIM components [4]. 
As it was mentioned in the introduction, the supercritical state is obtained at the triple point of the 
phase diagram. The CO2 density and viscosity is dependent of the temperature and the pressure, 
helping the diffusion of the fluid inside of the organic binder. Hence, the first part of this work will 
optimize the pressure and the temperature of the CO2 in order to reach the best debinding rate without 
damaging the components. Once these parameters are found, the rates and time of the debinding cycle 
will be developed in order to eliminate as much as possible in the smaller time the PEG inside of the 
components. It is also important to consider that the debinding method is selective, thus some tests 
must be performed in order to identify if the method reacts only with the PEG and if there is no 
influence of the method on the rest of the binder. The performance of the binder extraction from the 
sample will be determined by mass difference weighing before and after treatment and by using TGA.  
The components will undergo high pressure of at least 7.5 MPa at a temperature that could go from 
30 °C to higher temperatures. These conditions may be difficult for the shape of the components and 
the powder/binder repartition obtained during the injection moulding step. In order to confirm if the 
method can replace the solvent debinding, the effect of the method on the structural integrity of the 
component will be observed by roughness observation and optical microscopy.  
The supercritical debinding was performed only on binder A injected into cylinders of 10 mm of 
diameter and a height of 20 mm. After the first tests was performed with the binder B, there were no 
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cooling system for a new complete cycle, reducing the volume of CO2 used during the experiment. 
At the end of a test, the system is purged to an evacuation line (8).  
V.1.2 Supercritical fluid debinding tests methodology 
The supercritical fluid debinding tests depend on the pressure, the temperature, the holding time 
and the rates of pressure rise and decrease. These parameters can be defined in a programmed cycle 
of the controlling software of the equipment. In the case of the rate of pressure rate, it was advised to 
use by Separex a constant rate of 1 MPa/min until the desired pressure. During the decrease of 
pressure, it is important to take into account the change of state from a supercritical into gas state with 
a change of density. In order to avoid damaging the components the decrease of the pressure is 
separated in two rates, one of 2 MPa/min until 9 MPa and one of 1 MPa/min until the end of the test. 
The temperature of the system is maintained during all of the test until the end of the holding time.  
 
Figure V. 2 Example of the evolution of the pressure and the temperature vs time during the tests 
The MIM components are weighed and measured before each test. In order to assume that there is 
only polymer extracted from the components and not the powder, TGA are also performed at the 
surface and the centre of the component. Some of the components are also tested with a roughness 
probe and with optical microscopy in order to observe the effect on the surface of the components. 
Once the optimal parameters are found, the component will be thermally debinded and sintered in the 
same conditions as shown in part IV, in order to analyse the effect of the new debinding method on 
the microstructure. 
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could explain that it is not present in the binder spectrum. After the supercritical debinding cycle, 
there are no more signs of the presence of the PEG. Moreover, only the PP spectrum can be identified, 
meaning that all of the PEG was extracted and that there were no degradation of the PP on the level 
of the chemical bonds. The CO2 in the supercritical state is only interacting with the PEG and leave 
the other polymers as required for completing a good debinding. 
V.2 Optimization of the supercritical fluid debinding cycle 
The Figure V. 4 shows the results obtained during the optimization of the parameters. They were 
optimized one at a time with the binder A + Inconel 718 S 62 %. The pressure was searched with a 
temperature of 50 °C. This temperature was chosen as it is at the beginning of the supercritical state 
of the CO2 and it is under the melting temperature of the binder. It appears that a pressure of 40 MPa 
gives the best results at 50 °C but the quantity of PEG removed from the components is under the 40 
%. It can also be noticed that if the pressure is increased, the quantity of PEG removed decreases. 
Hence the temperature optimization is performed at 40 MPa. The evolution of the PEG removal as a 
function of the temperature did not show a lot of improvement until a temperature of 150 °C was 
reached. At this temperature, from the weight measurement, most of the PEG was removed from the 
component. It seems that a temperature close to the melting temperature of the binder needs to be 
reached in order to obtain the best debinding rate. Similar results were also obtained with paraffin 
wax [6], [7].  
 
Figure V. 4 Quantity of PEG removed vs pressure at 50 °C and vs temperature at 50 MPa, both during 4 hrs after 
supercritical fluid debinding of binder A + Inconel 718 S 62 % 
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The previous tests were performed for 4 hours but the duration of the tests was arbitrarily chosen. 
Hence, the debinding time was tested from 1 hour to 5 hours, on the 3 feedstocks composed with 
binder A. The Figure V. 5 shows the results of the time optimization. In the case of the binder A + 
Inconel 718 S 62%, it appears that 4 hours was the needed time to obtain the complete removal of the 
PEG. However, it was not obtained with a higher powder loading rate of 71 %. It was necessary to 
increase the debinding time. 
 In the case of solvent debinding, Lin et al. [8] and other groups [9], [10] developed numerical 
models on a diffusion mechanism. Those models were based on a diffusion going from the exterior 
to the centre of the component in a unidirectional way at a constant rate. The starting condition is the 
initial concentration of the polymer. They all show that the higher is the polymer concentration, the 
higher is the extraction time. Thus, it seems that the diffusion mechanism of a supercritical fluid 
depending, for this binder, works the same way as for the solvent debinding. Chartier et al [11] also 
used this model for numerical simulation on supercritical debinding and obtained similar results 
between the numerical data and their experimental results. The tests performed on binder A + Inconel 
718 M 55% did not completely remove all of the PEG, as 5 % still remained inside the component. 
The shape of the powder has an effect on the extraction of the polymer and these parameters may not 
be the best for this feedstock. 
 
Figure V. 5 Quantity of PEG removed vs pressure at 50 °C and vs temperature at 50 MPa, both during 4 hrs after 
supercritical fluid debinding of binder A + Inconel 718 S 62 % 
In order to obtain better results for the milled powder, different pressures were again tested, but 
this time at 150 °C. The Figure V. 6 shows the results obtained with both powders. If the pressure is 
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decreased, the quantity of PEG removed follows the same behaviour as it was seen during the 
previous pressure optimization. The complete removal of the PEG was obtained at 50 MPa with the 
milled powder. However, in case of the spherical powder, reached 100 % of PEG weight loss.  
 
Figure V. 6 Quantity of PEG removed in function of the pressure at 150 °C after supercritical fluid debinding of 
binder A + Inconel 718 S 62 % (image a) before and c) after debinding) and binder A + Inconel 718 M 55 % (image b) 
before and d) after debinding) 
The pictures of the components before and after debinding are also shown in Figure V. 6. At 50 
MPa, the component binder A + Inconel 718 62% is damaged as opposed to the Inconel 718 M 55 % 
component. In conclusion, in the case of spherical powder, if the pressure is too high for the 
component, the method damages it. In the case of a flake shape powder, the debinding rate is highly 
influenced and it is more difficult to reach the PEG inside the component. 
 
Figure V. 7 TGA curves under argon atmosphere and 5 °C/min of the components after supercritical fluid at the 
optimized conditions 
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The Figure V. 7 shows the TGA curves obtained after the optimized supercritical fluid debinding 
cycles. The measured weight loss ratio for the binder A+ Inconel 718 S 62% is 1.85 % and is 3.62 % 
for binder A + Inconel 718 M 55 %. A weight loss of 1.9 % was expected for the first feedstock and 
of 3.6 % for the second one.  There is no sign of alteration of the behaviour of the thermal degradation 
on the rest of the polymer as they degrade around the same temperature. The supercritical fluid 
debinding is confirmed to react only with the PEG and does not damage the sample by taking away 
some of the powder of the component. 
V.3 Effect on the sintering step after a supercritical fluid 
debinding 
V.3.1 Carbon and oxygen analysis 
The supercritical fluid debinding allowed a complete removal of the PEG from the components. 
The next step is to check if we can expect side effects which could impact the rest of the MIM process. 
After thermal debinding, one of the components was used to perform a combustion analysis via a 
LECO equipment. The sample was introduced into a high temperature flame and the resulting 
combustion was analysed with a mass spectrometer. The Table V. 1 shows the carbon and oxygen 
levels present inside a debinded component with water and a debinded component with supercritical 
state CO2. The carbon and oxygen contents is very similar between the two methods. As the sintering 
after water debinding did not show any signs of carbon or oxygen pollution, the same can be expected 
during the sintering of a component after supercritical fluid debinding. 
Table V. 1Carbon and Oxygen rates inside the powder after solvent or supercritical fluid and thermal debinding 
 C (ppm) O (ppm) 
Water debinding 540 1200 
CO2 supercritical 
debinding 
780 1000 
V.3.2 Effect on the microstructure 
The Figure V. 8 shows the OM images obtained after sintering of a component binder A + Inconel 
718 S 71 % and is compared with one obtained after water debinding. In the centre of both samples, 
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V.3.3 Roughness characterization 
As the supercritical debinding shows an impact on the surface of the component, roughness 
analyses were performed via an Alicona infinite focus equipment. The optical analysis, by detecting 
the distance necessary to obtain a focus on the component, builds a 3D topographic model. It was 
made for two samples, one water debinded at 50 °C during 72 hours and one supercritical fluid 
debinded at 40 MPa, 150 °C and during 4 hours. The tests were performed along the whole length of 
the cylinders. 
They were analysed after each step of the MIM process (Figure V. 10). In the case of water 
debinding, the obtained roughness was doubled after applying the method and reached a Rp of 9.27 
µm and a Ra of 3.77 µm. On the other hand, in the case of supercritical debinding, the roughness was 
limited to a Rp of 6.03 µm and Ra of 2.21 µm.  
 
Figure V. 10 Roughness results after each treatments on the MIM samples 
 
Figure V. 11  3D Roughness profile of sintered samples debinded by supercritical CO2 and in water 
The 3D roughness profile was more regular thanks to a less brutal debinding for the structure of 
the component obtained after the injection. This behaviour was also observed by Yannig et al [12] in 
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the case of paraffin debinding. The possibility to obtain a better surface quality could be interesting 
for an industrial application, as the need for treating the surface of the component is less important. 
V.4 Partial remarks 
The supercritical fluid debinding was performed only with the binder A, as the binder B was not 
suitable for this method. It was important to assure the selectivity of the supercritical fluid with only 
the PEG and not the backbone polymer. In the case of the PP, there were no signs of reaction with 
the CO2 in the supercritical state, as seen on the infra-red spectrum.  
The tests were performed easily thanks to the possibility to create programs managing the 
debinding cycles. The debinding cycles were optimized in terms of pressure, temperature and 
debinding dwell time. The components composed of spherical powders were successfully debinded 
in a short time. The optimized debinding cycle at 150 °C, 40 MPa during 4 hours allowed a complete 
extraction of the PEG present inside the component. The temperature needed to optimize the 
debinding rate is relatively high as it is close to the mixing and injection temperature. Even so, the 
component did not show signs of defects. 
 In order to obtain the complete removal of the PEG inside the components composed with the 
milled powder, it was necessary to use harsher conditions. The pressure of 50 MPa was chosen as it 
showed the best extraction rate but it was also the maximum allowed pressure before the component 
could be damaged. The morphology of the powder has an impact on the maximum quantity of PEG 
that can be extracted by using supercritical fluid debinding. The flake shape particles lowers the 
diffusion rate of the CO2 inside the binder. One explication is an irregular structural organisation of 
the particles inside the MIM component. 
Thanks to the metallographic analysis and the pollution tests performed by LECO analysis, it can 
be concluded that the supercritical debinding method does not change the microstructure of the 
Inconel 718 in terms of porosity and carbon pollution. The roughness analysis of the components 
after water debinding and supercritical fluid debinding showed an effect on the surface quality of the 
final component. After performing the debinding steps and the sintering steps, the quality of the 
surface of the component debinded by supercritical fluid was improved compared to the water 
debinding.  
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After replacing the water debinding by the supercritical fluid debinding, this step became the 
fastest of the MIM process (Figure V. 12). This process provides an answer to the expectations in 
terms of time reduction and allows a better quality of the components. However, the main 
disadvantage at the moment of this method is the price of the equipment compared to the water 
debinding. Unless the environmental regulations changes, an industrial application for mass 
production may be difficult. 
 
Figure V. 12 Time repartition of the MIM process after using supercritical debinding 
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VI FIELD ASSISTED HOT PRESSING OF INCONEL 718 
MIM COMPONENTS 
The complete sintering cycle of the Inconel 718 by using a conventional sintering furnace needs, 
at least,  10 hours to obtain a densified material and a subsequent thermal treatment of 20 hours in 
order to obtain the best properties of the material. The furnace provides to the powder the needed 
temperature by heating the atmosphere around it and this heat is transferred by diffusion to the 
powder. The principal flaw with the use of furnaces is the energy to maintain the temperature for a 
long time. Moreover, it also consumes a lot of gas if the material has to be sintered (and this is the 
case for the Inconel) in a controlled atmosphere. 
 In the part II, the FAHP sintering is introduced as a method to heat the material thanks to an 
electric current while the powder is maintained under pressure. By adjusting the intensity of the 
current, it is possible to reach high temperatures with a high heating rate, sintering components in a 
few minutes. It was decided to apply this method to Inconel 718 powders and MIM samples with the 
goal to find an alternative to the furnace sintering and to obtain a dense material faster than with 
conventional sintering in order to reduce the energy costs. 
The FAHP sintering method has yet to be investigated on the sintering of Inconel 718. Hence, 
there is no information on the effect of this method on the material. In this chapter, the methodology 
and the equipment used are first introduced. This is followed by the application of the method on the 
MIM components and the effects observed on the microstructure of the material and its mechanical 
performances. The tests are all performed with the goal of not damaging them and to keep the shape 
of the MIM components.  
The last part introduces the application of a second heating cycle after the optimized sintering 
cycle in order to perform a thermal treatment of the material. The effects on the microstructure were 
observed by TEM in order to observe the effect of the FAHP sintering on the γ’, γ’’ and δ phases. All 
of the FAHP tests were performed on the components binder B + Inconel 718 S 62 % in both bars 
and cylinder shape. They were all solvent and thermal debinded before performing the tests. 
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VI.1 FAHP sintering process 
VI.1.1 Description of the equipment 
The FAHP method has some similar parameters with the Spark Plasma Sintering process. It is 
mainly characterized by the sintering produced by an alternative direct current circulating through a 
die, maintained under uniaxial pressure; in SPS the sintering is produced with a continuous current 
supply system. As seen on Figure VI. 1, the powder is placed between two sets of punches that are 
part of the current path. In our case, the temperature distribution in the sample between the jaws is 
not uniform and a parabolic temperature results with a peak temperature at the centre of the sample 
[1]. The sintering is performed inside a chamber with a controlled atmosphere. It was chosen to 
perform the sintering into a high level vacuum (at least 10-4 Pa). During the tests, the Inconel 718 
powder is directly introduced into a graphite die, composed of a main cylinder pierced with an intern 
diameter of 10mm and of two punches of the same diameter. In order to protect the equipment and to 
improve the electric contacts between the different parts of the system, a foil is placed between the 
powder and the die. 
   
Figure VI. 1 Gleeble 3800 representative system 
The temperature is followed in situ via two thermocouples placed in the middle of one punch and 
the second one in the die, as close as possible to the powder. The shrinkage of the powder is also in-
situ observed thanks to the measurement of the displacement of the punch. The alternative current 
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that is applied during the tests is managed by the software of the equipment. The intensity and the 
voltage is regulated in function of the answer between the heating rate and the programmed 
temperature and the measured temperature.  
The Figure VI. 2 shows the applied cycles to the samples during the tests. The minimum pressure 
to hold the set-up is applied at 5 MPa until reaching 600 °C. At this temperature, the programmed 
pressure is applied during 40 seconds and the temperature is raised until the programmed temperature. 
Once the dwell time is over, the current is stopped and the pressure is maintained until reaching the 
end of the cooling. The followed cooling rate between 60 and 80 °C/min, depending of the 
programmed temperature.  
 
Figure VI. 2 Example of FAHP sintering cycle applied at each tests  
VI.1 FAHP sintering of Inconel 718 powder 
VI.1.1 Protective foil 
The first tests were performed with a SPS equipment FCTsystem HPD 125, at the University of 
Burgundy (Dijon, France), with the help of the MaNaPi research team of the ICB laboratory. The 
equipment is working in the same way as the FAHP equipment, the difference is the type of current 
used. The SPS equipment provides a pulsed current instead of an alternative current. The temperature 
is also not followed via thermocouples but via infra-red pyrometer focused on the centre of the die. 
The tests were realized with the usual set-up, by using die, punch and protective foil, all in graphite, 
in order to extend the working life of the tools.  
The Figure VI. 3 shows the Inconel 718 shrinkage with a heating rate of 50 °C/min, a pressure of 
10 MPa and temperature of 1290 °C as it was the best sintering temperature with a furnace. This test 
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was made in order to obtain a dilatometric curve and to identify the best sintering temperature. The 
maximum was obtained around 1250 °C. The shrinkage rate indicates that the powder started shrink 
slower once 1200 °C was reached. It can be considered that once this temperature is reached, it is the 
most efficient to obtain full densification of the powder. The next test will be performed around this 
temperature with a dwell time in order to complete the densification. 
 
Figure VI. 3 Shrinkage and rate of shrinkage vs temperature during SPS sintering of Inconel 718 powder at 50 
°C/min maintained 5 minutes 
The next tests performed was set at 1200 °C and maintained 5 minutes. The extraction of the bulk 
material was difficult as the punches were stuck on the sample. It was cut in the middle and observed 
by SEM. The Figure VI. 4 shows the obtained microstructure. A multi-layer microstructure with three 
distinct phases can be observed. The EDX analysis resumes the chemical composition of the different 
phases observed on the different marked zones. The zone 1, which is close to the centre of the bulk 
material, has the composition of the Inconel 718 powder. The zone 2, compared to zone 1, contains 
less nickel, titanium, chromium and a higher carbon and iron concentration. The zone 3 is a chromium 
rich phase and the zone 4 is composed of almost half of carbon and the rest is mostly iron and nickel. 
The zone 5 has 10 % of carbon, 64 % of niobium, 7 % of molybdenum, 11 % of titanium and almost 
no traces of iron and nickel. The 3 later zones are close to the contact surface of the carbon punch. 
During the sintering, it seems that a diffusion of the carbon inside the bulk material attracted elements 
such as the titanium, the niobium and the chromium from the centre of the bulk sample and produced 
a layer full of carbides. 
This kind of reaction was shown by another study by Garcia-Junceda et al. on the diffusion of 
carbon during FAHP sintering of an iron powder [2]. From the surface to the centre, it was formed 
the same kind of multilayer material with the formation of cementite and perlite thanks to the carbon 
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The bulk materials were characterized and their microstructure is shown in Figure VI. 7. At 
1100°C, as expected from the evolution of the shrinkage, the porosity is important inside of the 
material with a relative density of 87.1 ± 1.3 %. At 1200 °C, it is reaching 91.4 ± 0.9 % of relative 
density, while it is 98.8 ± 1.1 % once the temperature is of 1250 °C. Hence, the sintering temperature 
for the Inconel powder with the FAHP method needs to be at least 1250 °C in order to reach near full 
density of the component. 
 
Figure VI. 7 OM images of the samples sintered by FAHP at a)1100°C, b) 1200°C and c) 1250°C at 50 °C/min 
The Figure VI. 8 shows the SEM images of the sample obtained at 1250 °C, 50 °C/min of heating rate and a dwell 
time of 10 minutes. There are no signs of carbon diffusion at the surface of the components and the tungsten did not 
affect the chemical composition of the material as shown in the EDX analysis results in  
Table VI. 2.  
The composition is close to the starting powder and carbon is not observed. The only defect that 
was seen is the presence of titanium nitride grains as revealed in zone 2. It can come from the multiple 
powder manipulation and the thermal debinding of the polymers. These images confirm the use of 
1250 °C as sintering temperature and that the tungsten foil are effective against the carbon diffusion. 
 
Figure VI. 8 SEM images of MIM component sintered at 1250 °C under 10 MPa at 50 °C/min during 10 minutes  
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The Figure VI. 10 shows the microstructure of the MIM component sintered at 1250 °C at 300 
°C/min and obtained after electro-polishing. It can be found a homogeneous repartitions of small 
white phases inside the grains of the microstructure.  
The Figure VI. 10 resumes the chemical elements measured by EDX on the observed zones. The 
zone 1 is composed of 10 % of carbon, meaning that carbides are still present inside the 
microstructure. It is difficult to conclude if they are caused by the graphite set-up or if they were not 
correctly eliminated during the thermal debinding. The zone 2, corresponding to the matrix of the 
material, and the zone 4, being on the grain boundaries, are both close to the chemical composition 
of the Inconel 718 starting powder. Carbon traces are also observed but in a fewer proportion. Finally, 
the white inclusions, observed in zone 5 are chromium and niobium rich phases, corresponding to the 
composition of the γ’, γ’’ and δ phases.   
 
Figure VI. 10 SEM image after electro-polishing of MIM component sintered at 1250 °C, 300 °C/min under 10 MPa 
during 10 minutes 
Table VI. 3 EDX analysis of the zones marked on Figure VI. 10  
Element  
(wt.) % 
Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Zone 4 Zone 5 
C K 10.73 0.22 0.32 0.28 0.11 
Al K 0.98 - - 1.22 0.93 
Nb L 5.82 7.68 19.59 4.23 15.42 
Mo L 0.95 1.01 2.12 1.81 - 
Ti K 4.52 4.84 1.74 1.28 - 
Cr K 15.33 17.2 12.93 18.98 16.55 
Fe K 19.2 18.55 14.26 19.19 18.2 
Ni K 42.47 50.5 49.03 53.01 48.79 
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VI.1.5 Optimization of the dwell time  
The last parameter to optimize is the dwell time at the sintering temperature. Two test were 
performed at the temperature of 1250 °C: 10 and 15 minutes of dwell time. The final shrinkage is 
really close and the rate of shrinkage does not show any particular differences of behaviour between 
the two cycles (Figure VI. 11). Moreover, the microstructures are both really close with a low porosity 
level and no particular phases appearing in the SEM images in Figure VI. 12. A longer sintering time 
may have affected the performance of the material, meaning that the mechanical characterization will 
help to conclude on the best dwell time. They are both tested for the tensile strength tests in order to 
observe if their behaviour is different. 
 
Figure VI. 11 Rate of shrinkage vs time during FAHP sintering at 1250 °C, 300 °C/min under 10 MPa at different 
dwell times 
 
Figure VI. 12 SEM images of MIM component sintered at 1250 °C under 10 MPa at 50 °C/min during 10 minutes 
(left) and 15 min (right)  
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VI.1.6 Bulk material mechanical characterization 
In order to conclude on the FAHP sintering parameters the Table VI. 4 shows the density and 
hardness results obtained with the parameters previously introduced. It sums up the different density 
and hardness values obtained with the different cycles performed with the FAHP equipment. The best 
cycle, in terms of hardness seems to be of 1250 °C at 300 °C/min during 10 minutes. In terms of 
density, adding 5 minutes to dwell times slightly improves the final density, but the measured 
hardness is lowered. The final decision on the best sintering cycle will be taken after the mechanical 
characterization of the two components. 
Table VI. 4 Density and hardness obtained after different FAHP sintering cycles under a pressure of 10 MPa 
Sintering 
temperature 
(°C) 
Heating 
rate 
(°C/min) 
Dwell 
time 
(min) 
Density (%) 
Hardness 
(HV) 
1100 50 10 87.1 ± 1.3 198 ± 12.3 
1200 50 10 91.4 ± 0.9 216 ± 6.4 
1250 50 10 98.8 ± 1.1 253 ± 11.0 
1250 100 10 99.3 ± 1.2 258 ± 3.3 
1250 300 10 99.2 ± 0.8 265 ± 4.5 
1250 600 10 97.8 ± 1.2 235 ± 6.8 
1250 300 15 99.5 ± 1.2 251 ± 3.6 
The Figure VI. 13 resumes the results of the tests performed on the two components with a MTS 
Criterion Model 45 tensile test equipment. The two components have two different behaviours. The 
FAHP sintering at the optimized conditions maintained during 10 minutes displays an important 
elongation during the test until a mean value of 48 % of the working length of the tested samples.  
The component sintered during 15 minutes is breaking after a much shorter strain around 12.5 %, yet 
it is breaking at a higher tensile strength and the yield strength is also higher.  
 
Figure VI. 13 Tensile strength test of the FAHP sintered component Binder B + Inconel 718 S 62 % at 1250 °C 
maintained during 10 and 15 min 
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The Table VI. 5 resumes the different properties obtained after the tensile strength tests and is 
compared with the results obtained with the MIM component after conventional sintering, and the 
properties obtained by Valencia [3] after applying a heat treatment. The properties after FAHP 
treatment are higher than during the conventional sintering, but the elongation behaviour is close to 
the component FAHP sintered during 10 minutes. The properties obtained by Valencia are more close 
to the component FAHP sintered during 15 minutes. It was observed that a material with a higher 
density obtained after sintering is displaying a better behaviour under tensile stress [4]. The difference 
of density between the two components is of 0.3 %, the difference in behaviour may also come from 
a different microstructure, as the behaviour is closer to a thermally treated material. Thus, it can be 
concluded that leaving the FAHP sintering 5 minutes longer at 1250 °C has an effect close to a heat 
treatment applied during at least 10 hours.  
Table VI. 5 Mechanical properties obtained from the tensile strength test of the sintered component by FAHP and 
compared to the conventional MIM components 
Sample 
YS  
(MPa) 
E  
(GPa) 
UTS  
(MPa) 
Elongation  
(%) 
10 min 634 ± 8 34.91 ± 3.11 948 ± 85 48 
15 min 814 ± 27 48.71 ± 3.14 1022 ± 47 12.5 
furnace 465 ± 13 63.4 ± 3.8 817 ± 14 31.5 
Valencia [3] 972 - 1194 17.4 
Project 
specifications 
> 500 - > 700 12 
The Figure VI. 14 shows the SEM images taken during the in-situ micro-tensile strength tests. The 
images indicates a brittle breaking behaviour for both of the sintering time. For the component FAHP 
sintered 10 minutes, the development of a crack around a particle is observed at 900 MPa. It is the 
origin of the fracture. The crack is formed around a poorly sintered particle. The propagation of the 
crack lead to the fracture of the sample around 950 MPa. This mechanical behaviour is typical of the 
powder sintered components [5] and was already observed for the component sintered in a furnace. 
However, the fracture profile is different as no dimples is present. The fracture profile shows a 
cleavage fracture. 
 The component FAHP sintered during 15 minutes displays the same brittle fracture profile with 
the same cleavage fracture. It was not possible to observe the starting point of the fracture. On the 
fracture profile, a particle with cracks around it could have led to the same fracture mechanism 
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observed for the component FAHP sintered 10 min. It can be concluded that the FAHP sintering of 
the Inconel 718 MIM components increases the contact surface between the particles on the contrary 
of a material usually obtained with the traditional powder metallurgy [6] and explains the better 
performances of the FAHP sintered components under a tensile stress. 
 
Figure VI. 14 SEM images obtained at different tensile stress of the FAHP sintered components at 1250 °C, 300 
°C/min under 10 MPa and during a) 10 min and b) 15 min 
VI.2 Heat treatment after sintering. 
The results obtained after the optimized sintering cycle were good in terms of microstructure and 
mechanical behaviour, yet they were still below the properties obtained after a full heat treatment. 
Thus a second heating cycle was applied after the sintering cycle as shown on Figure VI. 15. A second 
cycle of 750 °C at 300 °C/min during 15 minutes and under 10 MPa was applied after the cooling of 
the optimized sintering cycle. 
 
Figure VI. 15 Thermal treatment applied with FAHP equipment to a MIM component 
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The obtained relative density was of 99.4 ± 0.3 % and a hardness of 394 ± 6 HV. The SEM images 
displays the obtained microstructures. A microstructure close to the one observed after the furnace 
heat treatment with white reach phases composed in majority of niobium. The presence of these 
phases was confirmed inside the grains after electro-polishing. Compared to the image obtained after 
the sintering cycle, the white crystals are more concentrated at the grain boundaries. 
 
Figure VI. 16 SEM images of MIM component sintered at 1250 °C under 10 MPa at 50 °C/min during 10 minutes a) 
before and b) after electro-polishing 
The Figure VI. 17 shows the TEM images of the component treated at 750 °C. The images were 
taken on the (111) axis of the material as identified in image a). It follows the same procedure as 
Sundaraman et al [7]–[9] explained. By using this orientation, it is possible to observe both γ’ and γ’’ 
phases and the δ as well. They are the three main phases that can be promoted during the heat 
treatment.  
On the image from b) to d), a grain size of 782.9 ± 211.8 nm can be observed with inclusions at 
the grain boundaries with a size of 130.8 ± 42.2 nm. It can be noted that some of the grains exhibits 
twins, which could explain the high hardness measured. Fournier et al shown that a inhomogeneous 
propagation of the plastic deformation was favorited by mechanical twins [10]. The image e) and f) 
are images taken at high resolution inside the grain matrix. Two different kind of precipitates can be 
observed. The first ones are elliptical and was attributed to γ’ and γ’’ phases [9], [11]. The second 
one displays a needle shape and this one is attributed to the δ phase [12]. This confirms the presence 
of the hardening phases inside of the grains, however they are in presence of the less performant δ 
phase under tensile stress. The TEM images also indicates that more than ten times a lower grain size 
compared to the one observed during furnace sintering (12.7 µm). The Hall-Petch effect is the inverse 
relationship between the yield strength and the grain size, which could explain the better mechanical 
results obtained after the FAHP sintering [13]. 
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The Figure VI. 18 resumes the results of the mapping performed by EDX on the image d) of the 
previous figure The copper was measured as it is composing the support used for the sample. It was 
performed in order to identify the element repartition inside and around one the grains. The first thing 
that can be noted is that the aluminium, the niobium and a part of titanium and of the chromium is 
found into the inclusions at the grain boundaries. It is important to note that the nickel, the iron is not 
present inside of these inclusions. There are inclusions that corresponds to both chromium and 
niobium. The molybdenum is homogeneously distributed inside the grain. The iron, chromium and 
nickel are corresponding to the matrix inside the grain as expected. 
 The carbon element was observed all over the grain but that kind of carbon pollution was not 
observed during SEM measurements. It means that it can come from pollution during the preparation 
of the sample or the carbon element can only be observed at this kind of scale. There is still a high 
chance that some of the niobium precipitates are corresponding with the observed higher carbon 
concentration, meaning that the presence of Niobium carbides is confirmed at the grain joints. 
 
Figure VI. 18 EDX analysis performed with TEM on a grain of Inconel 718 62% + binder B sintered by FAHP at 
1250 °C at 100 °C/min, during 15 min and a second FAHP cycle applied at 750 °C, 100 °C/min during 150 mins 
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VI.3 Partial remarks 
The FAHP sintering of MIM Inconel 718 was successfully developed in order to obtain 
components. The sintering cycle is optimized for each parameters in order to obtain a fully dense 
material without damaging the shape of the component. The condition to perform a good sintering 
process without damaging the tools and polluting the material is to use tungsten foil in order to protect 
the set-up. 
The applied pressure is almost at the minimum limit necessary for the method to be performed. 
However, during the injection, the powder compact was obtained after being injected at a high 
pressure. This may have helped to perform the tests without applying high pressure on the set-up. The 
sintering temperature was lower than during the furnace sintering with 40 °C less. The dwell time 
and the heating rate are allowing a sintering cycle in around 45 minutes thanks to the method a rapid 
cooling. 
The bulk material were characterized in order to compare the mechanical performances with the 
components obtained during the furnace sintering and the literature. It appears that the properties 
obtained after FAHP sintering are higher than after a sintering cycle of 10 hours, but are still lower 
than after applying a heat treatment of 16 hours. Hence, a second heating cycle at 750 °C was 
performed after the sintering cycle at 1250 °C and the obtained hardness was much higher. The 
observations by SEM and TEM put in evidence a much finer grains and the presence of hardening 
phases inside the matrix, but also at the grain boundaries as inclusions. The negative aspect is the 
presence of the carbon pollution at the surface of the component which leaves room for improvement 
of the process.  
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VII MICROWAVE SINTERING AND HEAT TREATMENT 
Microwave heating offers a number of advantages over the conventional heating methods, such as 
non-contact heating, selective material heating, rapid heating, quick start-up and stopping, reduction 
in processing time and unique material microstructure and properties [1]. The use of microwaves 
(MW) in order to sinter powders is well developed in the case of ceramic powders [2], [3]. However, 
it is only recently that the process was applied to metal powders[4] such as pure nickel [5] or carbides 
[6]. The tests performed on metallic materials did not show an exceptional heating rate, around 30 
°C/min for the sintering of a 316L steel powder [7], [8] but the interesting point is the reduction of 
dwell time at the peak temperature for only 10-15 minutes [9]. 
Most of the research was performed on pressed components and the application of the MW 
sintering method on MIM green or brown components is not too developed [9], [10]. The process is 
still highly sensitive to the material and to its shape, as it is ease to create an electric discharge such 
as electrics arcs due to the interaction metal-microwave. This chapter’s topic is the application of a 
thermal treatment to brown MIM component and sintered bodies. They were performed on an 
equipment designed by Sairem (Neyron, France). The first equipment is a single mode cavity 
microwave sintering equipment that can work in inert atmosphere. The second one is a plasma 
microwave equipment. It is designed to maintain a uniform plasma flame with argon gas. The first 
part of the chapter presents the effect of the application of the microwaves on the MIM components 
with the different configuration presented in the first chapter. The second part presents the effect of 
the application of the plasma flame on the sintered Inconel 718 components in order to replace the 
thermal treatment cycles. They are both presenting the optimization of the parameters of the 
treatments, which are the power of the microwaves, the peak temperatures and the holding time. The 
effects on the microstructure of the material and its mechanical properties are also investigated. 
VII.1 Microwave sintering 
VII.1.1 Microwave equipment and methodology 
The microwave sintering equipment (Figure VII. 1) is composed of a microwave source going 
from 0.3 to 3 kW at 2.45 GHz. The microwave are directed towards the cavity of the equipment via 
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a rectangular guide tube, with a possibility to change the wavelength with two movable short-
circuiting piston. They will help to concentrate the microwave radiation on the component. The 
atmosphere of the process can be controlled via the use of vacuum pumps and a gas managing control 
panel. The temperature is controlled via two infrared pyrometers, one going from room temperature 
and the second from 300 to 2000 °C. The equipment also measures the power produced and directed 
towards the cavity and the power that is not absorbed by the set-up in the cavity is coming back 
towards the source and is also measured, the difference between the two measures gives the power 
absorbed by the material. The temperature and the absorbed power also helps the equipment 
controlling software to adjust the microwave power in order to follow the programmed heating cycle 
such as the heating rate and peak temperature.   
 
Figure VII. 1 Microwave single cavity mode equipment from Sairem 
The MIM components used in this work are composed of binder A + Inconel 718 S 62% and binder 
B + Inconel 718 S 62% in cylinder and bar shapes. They both are fully debinded by solvent and 
thermal method in order to only have the metal powder interacting with the microwaves. The use of 
green compact is bringing cracks and defects of the component, as the high heating rate brings an 
excess of degradation gas inside the components. The tests can be performed on a rotary plate, helping 
to have a homogenous irradiation of the component. 
The Figure VII. 2 displays the different set-ups that were used in order to perform the thermal 
treatment of the brown components. The first is just the component with an alumina support below 
it. The second is the component surrounded by an alumina powder to act as a susceptor. The alumina 
possesses a high dielectric loss factor and its behaviour when irradiated with microwaves is well 
known [11]–[13]. By putting the MIM component into alumina powder, the goal is to reduce the 
chance of arcing during metal-MW interaction and helps to obtain a homogeneous temperature 
around the component. The last set-up is to use a graphite die in the same configuration as during the 
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FAPH sintering tests. The graphite is a better heat conductor than the alumina and the interaction with 
the microwaves is also limited. 
 The tests are performed in an argon controlled atmosphere after completing the vacuum inside the 
cavity and purging with a bit of argon two times. The choice of using argon is imposed by the material, 
as advised by the literature [14]. The nitrogen is preferably used during the microwave experiments 
as the dielectric strength is higher than argon but cannot be used because of the problems observed 
during the sintering with nitrogen, with the possibility to create nitrides inside of the material. 
 
Figure VII. 2 Three set-up used during the microwave sintering tests: a) alumina support, b) surrounded by alumina 
powder and c) graphite die and tungsten foil surrounded by alumina powder 
VII.1.2 Sintering of the MIM component 
The first set-up was used as it is the easiest to install. They were performed with both bars and 
cylinders Inconel 718 brown components at different micro-wave power. Even by using a minimum 
power, they all resulted in the creation of a huge electric arc inside the cavity of the equipment shown 
on Figure VII. 3. They have triggered a light sensitive detector and stopped the tests, meaning the 
incapacity to reach a temperature high enough to activate the sintering mechanism of the powder. At 
each test, the electrical discharges appeared while reaching the 700 °C.  
The Figure VII. 3 also shows the Paschen curves for different gases, argon comprised. They are 
obtained by following the Paschen law, which is an empiric law that states that once a certain value 
of electric voltage is crossed, electric arcs are created. The graphic displays the breaking voltage Vb 
in function of the value pd, which is the product between the pressure of the gas with the distance 
between the electrodes. The evolution of all the curves follows the same behaviour and have two 
windows where it should be difficult to create electric arcs, one at a high level of vacuum and the 
second when the pressure is close to the atmospheric pressure or even in case of overpressure. Thus 
multiple tests were performed at different argon atmosphere between 10 and 103.5 kPa of argon, but 
each time, the tests failed. The difference between the law detailed here and our condition is the 
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distance between electrodes. The theory between the microwave sintering is the movements induced 
by the passage of the microwave irradiation, but it was also proved that during the process, plasmas 
were generated between particles and was helping the system to reach faster high temperatures [15]. 
Because the component is fully debinded, there are multiple cavities created between the different 
particles, leading each of them to a potential starting point for the electric discharge. After 
accumulating a high amount of energy, an electric discharge is created, leading to a plasma, itself 
growing from the microwave irradiation. 
       
Figure VII. 3 Electric arcs created during tests around 700 °C at 0.80 kW during microwave irradiation with set-up 
a) and Paschen law curves of different pure gas 
The set-up b) was tested in order to reduce this effect and to reach higher temperatures. The 
alumina powder helped to reduce the effects of the electric arc at low temperatures, however it is not 
enough to avoid them and they still appear once the temperature is reaching around 1000 °C. 
Sometimes, the electric discharge was confined below the alumina powder, allowing to reach high 
temperature around 1200-1300 °C. The problem is that the created electric arc consumes energy and 
will deviate the microwaves and absorb it instead of the MIM component. The pyrometer measured 
the right sintering temperature but not on the component but of the alumina powder next to it. The 
result of the electric arc is also the breaking of the component during the release of the electric arc 
Figure VII. 4. 
 
Figure VII. 4 Electric arcs created during microwave irradiation appearing at temperatures around 1000 °C and 
picture of the damaged component after the test 
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VII.2 Heat treatment via plasma microwave 
VII.2.1 Plasma microwave equipment and methodology 
The plasma microwave equipment Figure VII. 6 is designed to initiate and maintain a uniform 
plasma flame inside a quartz tube. In order to create it, a microwave source, identical to the first 
equipment, sends microwaves through a rectangular guide tube. The tube is equipped with three 
tuners which helps to provide a maximum of the power towards the cavity. The cavity is composed 
of a quartz tube, with a gas feeding at the top and a supporting system at the other side with a vacuum 
system and an infrared-pyrometer. The microwaves, after crossing the quartz tube meets a short 
circuiting piston that is sending back the microwaves towards the quartz tube and the three tuners. 
Once the four elements are correctly tuned, the maximum of the power is concentrated inside the 
quartz tube.  
 
Figure VII. 6 Plasma microwave equipment from Sairem 
Then the system follows the Paschen law and once a critical power is reached, the plasma flame 
is ignited and maintained by the microwave source as long as the gas feeding system is providing a 
continuous flow. This principle allows the creation and the hold up a plasma column of a certain 
length, depending of the pressure, the power and the nature of the gas. Depending on the gas used, a 
plasma flame can go to high temperature at a really fast rate [1]. As the direct microwave heating of 
the Inconel 718 components were bringing problems with the electric arcing, the use of this 
equipment is in fact taking advantage of the electric arcing by igniting and maintain the plasma flame. 
The sample is introduced inside the chamber and positioned thanks to an alumina tube right in 
front of the microwave source. The control of the atmosphere inside the chamber is done via a vacuum 
pump and different inlets of gas. In our case, argon is used thanks to its facility to be ionized [16]. 
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The power of the microwaves can be set between 0.10 and 3.0 kW. The temperature is measured 
under the support via an infra-red thermocouple that starts at 400 °C. This equipment was designed 
to hold up until around 2300°C. The heating rate and the temperature obtained during sintering 
depend on the length of the flame and the distance from the sample. 
The sintering of the MIM components tests were performed by following the same cycle. The 
power of the microwave source is increased step by step by 100°C every minute until around 1300°C 
during a measured time. The increase in temperature is performed step by step in order to avoid 
defects of the component with an excessive heating rate. The microwave power described in the 
results is the real power that was absorbed by the plasma flame by measuring the original power sent 
inside the chamber and the returned power after absorption by the plasma flame and the sample. In 
the case of the application of the thermal treatment, they were performed on sintered Inconel 718 
MIM components via the optimized furnace sintering cycle presented in chapter 3. This time, the 
wanted temperature is obtained as fast as possible once the plasma flame is created. 
VII.2.2 Plasma microwave sintering of MIM components 
The Figure VII. 7 shows the evolution of the temperature and the power absorbed by the system. 
When the sintering temperature was reached, the power needed to keep a constant temperature 
remained constant. After some minutes, more power was needed until reaching the limit of 3 kW of 
the equipment. At the end of one hour of dwell time, it was not enough to maintain the temperature 
and a uniform plasma. This effect could be explained by the closing of the porosities with the time. 
Because of the lack of connection between the porosities, it was harder for the microwaves to go 
through the sample and more power was needed to force its way through the material [17].  
Figure VII. 8 presents the microstructures of two samples obtained after a sintering dwell time of 
30 and 60 min. After 30 min, the powder particles are still observable. The size varies between 20 
and 40 µm. The growth behaviour of the particles looks similar to the conventional way. However, 
the ratio between large and small particles is not the same and could be explained by a phenomenon 
already observed with other materials during microwave sintering. The formation of hot points on 
some samples is observed and are followed by an abnormal enlargement of the particles.  
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and mechanical shocks. Thus this part introduces the optimization and the effect on the 
microstructure. 
The sintered MIM component are thermally treated at 750 °C during different dwell times. This 
temperature was reached in less than one minute for a microwave power of around 0.6 kW. The Table 
VI. 6 resumes the hardness measurements obtained after 15, 30 and 60 minutes. After a dwell time 
of 15 minutes, the hardness is at the same level as the reference hardness obtained after conventional 
sintering. However, after 30 minutes, the hardness is getting to the same level as the thermal treatment 
applied in chapter 3. After 60 minutes, the hardness dropped and was even lower than the starting 
material. If the material is exposed too long under the plasma flame, it has a detrimental effect and is 
damaging the component. 
Table VI. 6 Hardness measurements after plasma microwave thermal treatment at 750 °C 
Dwell time 
Hardness at centre 
(1.0 HV) 
Hardness at surface 
(1.0 HV) 
15 240 ± 8 229 ± 5 
30 397 ± 3 375 ± 6 
60 226 ± 6 179 ± 12 
Reference 249 ± 4 232 ± 2 
The Figure VII. 10 shows the SEM image of the component and an EDX mapping of the different 
chemical elements. The localization of all the hardening elements such as the niobium, the titanium 
and the molybdenum are all concentrated in inclusions inside the microstructure. The nickel, the 
chromium and the iron are composing the matrix around these elements.  
Finally carbon was found at the same place as the hardening elements, meaning carbides are 
present. These carbides may come from the debinding residues. The argon gas used was of laboratory 
grade, meaning that the carbon was not brought with the gas while the component was under the 
plasma argon flame. The interesting point is that there were no traces of oxygen at the surface of the 
components, meaning that the oxidation of the material is only happening during the sintering of the 
powder and not during the thermal treatment. 
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Figure VII. 10 SEM image of Plasma microwave thermal treatment at 750 °C during 30 min of a sintered Inconel 
718 MIM component and EDX mapping of the image  
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VII.3 Partial remarks 
The direct and hybrid microwave sintering was used on MIM Inconel 718 brown components but 
the irradiation by microwaves of the material promotes the creation of electrical discharge. These 
discharge were then amplified until the creation of plasma arcs forcing the end of the tests. The set-
up using a graphite die in order to reduce the electric discharge was efficient but it also lowered the 
maximum temperature allowed by the power of the microwave source. Hence, it was not possible to 
obtain a sintered component by applying microwaves irradiation on the Inconel 718 MIM 
components. 
The plasma microwave is however a method that takes advantage of this phenomenon by 
maintaining a plasma flame. The use of argon and a microwave power from 1.5 kW to 3 kW during 
60 minutes allowed to obtain a fully dense material. The characterization of the microstructure and 
of the mechanical behaviour by nano-identation showed an inhomogeneous behaviour in both of 
them. It could be explained by the creation of hot-spots inside the component which then were 
consuming more energy than the surrounding particles. Because of this, an anisotropic growth of the 
grains caused an inhomogeneous microstructure. The traces of oxides inside the microstructure 
indicates that the plasma flame brings chemical modification of the material which could impact the 
mechanical behaviour of the material while under tensile stress.  
Finally, a sintered MIM component was put under a plasma flame of 750 °C at different times in 
order to heat-treat it. From the hardness measurement, a dwell time of 30 minutes is enough to reach 
the same level as a conventional thermal treatment at 720 and 650 °C during 8 hours each. However, 
if the dwell time exceeds over 30 minutes, the treatment lowers the hardness. 
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VIII CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This work is focused on the application of new methods on MIM components in order to reduce 
the cost in time and energy of the process. The selected material for the project is a nickel-chrome 
superalloy Inconel 718, chosen for its high mechanical performances and its nonmagnetic property. 
The MIM process for this material is well developed and so is the processing conditions. Thus it 
offers enough experimental information for a comparison with the effects of the three selected 
methods of the project. 
MIM components were elaborated with two different Inconel 718 powder morphologies. The first 
one is a commercial spherical powder and the second one is a milled flake shape powder. They were 
used to elaborate feedstocks by mixing them with two binders. Four feedstocks were selected during 
the optimization of the feedstock elaboration. The spherical powder was mixed with binder A at two 
different powder loading volumes, 62 and 71 (wt.) % and with binder B at a powder loading volume 
of 62 (wt.) %. The milled powder was mixed with binder A for a powder loading volume of 55 (wt.) 
%. All four of the feedstocks were injected into MIM components. 
Table VIII. 1 Properties obtained after water and supercritical debinding 
Debinding 
method 
Powder Cycle parameters 
PEG 
removed 
 (%) 
Rp 
(µm) 
Ra  
(µm) 
water 
Inconel 718 S 72 hours, 50 °C 99.3 9.27 3.77 
Inconel 718 M 72 hours, 30 °C 97.2 - - 
CO2 
supercritical 
Inconel 718 S 4 hours, 150 °C, 400 bars 99.1 6.03 2.21 
Inconel 718 M 4 hours, 150 °C, 500 bars 100.7 - - 
 
The conventional MIM process was applied to these components and optimized in order to reach 
the best properties possible. The solvent debinding with water was performed at 50 °C during 72 
hours in order to extract all the PEG introduced inside of the feedstocks. The debinding by 
supercritical fluid was applied to the component as a way to substitute with the solvent debinding. 
The method worked efficiently with the binder A without damaging the components on the contrary 
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of the binder B. The tests performed on this feedstock completely crumbled the components. The 
Table VIII. 1 presents the results obtained with the two methods. In the case of the spherical powder, 
the two debinding methods allowed the complete removal of the PEG. However the supercritical 
debinding shows a much better debinding rate and a lower effect on the final quality of surface. The 
results in the case of the milled powder are differing, as the supercritical debinding damages the 
components. Thus, this method has to be limited with the morphology of the powder.  
The sintering cycles of the MIM components was possible with three methods, by thermal 
diffusion inside a furnace, by application of a high electric current on a component under pressure 
and by irradiating a component with microwaves. The direct microwave irradiation of the Inconel 
718 powder did not allowed to reach the sintering temperature, but the application of a plasma flame 
maintained by the microwave irradiations enabled the densification of the component. The results of 
the optimized cycles for each methods are presented in Table VIII. 2. The FAHP sintering obtained 
the best results in terms of density, hardness and mechanical performances. It is even more interesting 
as the cycle was completed in less than one hour instead of the 10 hours needed to perform the 
conventional sintering. The plasma flame sintering is also performed in a shorter time, but the 
heterogeneous microstructure obtained lowered the mechanical performances of the component. 
Table VIII. 2 Properties after sintering with the conventional, FAHP and microwave equipment 
Sintering 
method 
Cycle parameters 
Density 
(%) 
Hardness  
(1.0 HV) 
UTS 
(MPa) 
E  
(MPa) 
furnace 
1290 °C at 5 °C/min 
during 4 hours 
97.8 212 817 63.4 
FAHP 
1250 °C at 300 °C/min 
during 15 min 
99.5 251 1022 48.71 
plasma flame 
1300 °C at 100 °C/min 
during 60 min 
95.8 191 - - 
The thermal treatment was also applied with the previous three methods. The results obtained after 
the optimization of the treatment cycles is presented in Table VIII. 3. Once again the best results were 
obtained with the FAHP method within a short time compared to the conventional furnace equipment. 
However, the plasma flame treatment also exhibits good terms results, both in terms of hardness and 
microstructure.  
The performances of the Inconel 718 MIM components, after the different treatment applied 
presented in this work, bring out a new processing road. The spherical powder is needed in order to 
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avoid troubles during the debinding and sintering steps. It is possible to perform the conventional 
process on a flake shape powder, but it is not the more efficient. The binder A exhibited a more 
interesting behavior as it was able to withstand the supercritical debinding on the contrary of the 
binder B.   
Table VIII. 3 Properties after thermal treatment with the conventional, the FAHP and the microwave equipment   
Thermal treatment 
method 
Cycle parameters 
Density 
(%) 
Hardness 
(1.0 HV) 
furnace 720 and 620 °C during 8 hours each 97.6 341 
FAHP 750 °C during 15 min 99.4 394 
plasma flame 750 °C during 30 min. 98.5 375 
 
The supercritical debinding displayed great results with a high debinding rate compared to the 
solvent debinding. It fulfils the requirements of this debinding step. It reacts with one of the element 
of the binder, it extracts most of this element and does not damage the component. It even had a 
positive effect on the surface quality of the components. The only disadvantage of this method is the 
initial cost of the equipment compared to a water bath equipment, which could lower the interest for 
an industrial application at the moment. 
The sintering by FAHP method exhibits the best results in terms of mechanical performances. The 
application of a pressure on the MIM component limits the possibility of the shape of the components 
as it has to resist to the minimal pressure applied. The performances of the components displays good 
mechanical performances for a low cost in energy and time. The next step for the combination of the 
MIM process and the FAHP sintering may be to research a way to conserve a more complex geometry 
with this method. 
The thermal treatment of the Inconel 718 is necessary in order to maximize the formation of the 
hardening γ’’ phase. The thermal treatment with a furnace needs at least 16 hours in order to reach 
the best properties of the material. The FAHP displays again good results for a short time. However, 
the plasma flame treatment also shows interesting results. This method may be easier to set-up for 
the mass production of MIM components. Thus, the plasma flame treatment may be more interesting 
for an industrial application. The research of the surface treatment of the MIM components can be a 
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way to improve the method by researching the effects of different atmospheres on the surface 
chemistry of the Inconel 718 MIM components. 
The MIM process proposed during this work allowed the production of components with high 
performances and answered to the specifications of the industrial partners of the ProPIM project. The 
supercritical fluid debinding is the most promising method for an industrial application as it is well 
adapted to the mass production of components. It was applied to industrial components, like the one 
presented in the introduction of the project but also to ceramic components provided by another 
partner, with a paraffin wax binder. They both show promising results in terms of polymer extraction 
rate and extraction ratio. The components with a more complex geometry were not damaged. The 
work performed on the FAHP and the plasma flame thermal treatment of the Inconel 718 MIM proved 
that both of the methods are compatible with the Inconel 718 MIM components but they both need a 
more specific research work in order to completely understand the extent of the possibilities available 
when it is combined with the MIM technology.  
